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AGREEMENT
 
by and between
 
THE POLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
and
 
THE ASSOCIAnON OF POLAND TEACHERS
 
This Agreement made and entered into this 28th day of September 2006, by and between 
the Poland Central School District Board of Education (hereinafter referred to as "Board") and 
the Association of Poland Teachers (hereinafter referred to as the "Association") is as follows: 
ARTICLE I
 
Recognition
 
The Board, having determined that the Association is supported by a majority of the 
Teachers in the unit consisting of all certificated personnel, except administrators, hereby 
recognizes the Association as the exclusive negotiating agent for the Teachers in the unit. Such 
recognition shall continue during the life of this Agreement so long as such recognition is 
consistent with all applicable laws. 
ARTICLE II
 
Principles
 
1. RIGHT TO JOIN OR NOT JOIN: 
It is further recognized that Teachers have the right to join or not join the Association, but 
membership shall not be a prerequisite for employment or continuation of employment of any 
employee. 
2. AREAS FOR DISCUSSION AND AGREEMENT: 
This recognition constitutes an agreement between the Board and the Association to attempt 
in good faith to reach mutual understanding regarding matters related to terms and conditions of 
employment. The Board and the Association recognize that the Board is the legally constituted 
body responsible for the determination of policies covering all aspects of the Poland public 
school system. The Board recognizes that it must operate in accordance with such statutes. The 
Board cannot reduce, negotiate, or delegate its legal responsibilities. The Board further reserves 
all rights, powers, and authorities except as specifically amended by this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE III
 
Procedures for Conducting Negotiations
 
1. NEGOTIATION TEAMS:
 
The Board, or a designated representative(s) of the Board, will meet with representatives 
designated by the Association for the purpose of discussion and reaching mutually satisfactory 
agreements. 
2. NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES: 
a. Upon request of either party for a meeting to open negotiations for a successor 
Agreement for the next fiscal year or years, a mutually acceptable meeting date shall be set not 
more than fifteen (15) days following such request. In any given school year, such request shall 
be made on or before January 15th, unless the parties mutually agree to a later deadline. All 
issues proposed for negotiation shall be submitted in writing by the Association to the Board or 
its delegated representative(s) at the first meeting. The Board shall submit, in writing, to the 
Teachers' representatives all additional issues upon which it wishes to negotiate no later than the 
second meeting. The second meeting and all necessary subsequent meetings shall be called at 
times mutually agreed upon by both parties. Meetings shall not exceed three (3) hours (unless an 
extension is agreed upon by both parties), and shall be held at a time other than the regular 
school day. 
b. During the term of this Agreement, the parties agree to enter into collective 
negotiation for a successor Agreement for the next fiscal year or years in accordance with the 
procedures set forth herein, in a good faith effort to reach agreement on all matters raised by 
either party concerning the terms and conditions of Teachers' employment. 
c. Association proposals which concern terms and conditions of employment shall be 
negotiable even through funds therefore may be provided in whole or in part from the State of 
New York or the United States. 
3. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION: 
Both parties and/or the Chief School Administrator shall furnish each other, upon request, 
all available information pertinent to the issue(s) under consideration. 
4. CONSULTANTS: 
The parties may call upon consultants to assist in preparing for negotiations and to advise 
them during conference sessions. The expense of such consultants shall be borne by the party 
requesting them. 
5. REACHING AGREEMENT: 
When consensus is reached covering the areas under discussion, the proposed agreements 
shall be reduced to writing as a memorandum of understanding and submitted to the Association 
and the Board for approval. Following approval by a majority of the Association membership, 
and by a majority of the Board, the Board will take such actions upon the agreement as are 
necessary to put it in effect. 
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6. RESOLVING IMPASSES: 
Should the parties be unable to resolve their differences during the course of negotiations, 
either party may, upon notification to the other party, request that the Public Employment 
Relations Board render assistance in the resolution of the dispute. 
7. CONFIDENTIALITY: 
The parties agree that during the period of negotiations the proceedings of the negotiations 
shall not be made public unless such an issuance has the prior approval of both parties. Each 
party, however, may report to convened meetings of their governing bodies from which the 
public is excluded. 
ARTICLE IV
 
Grievance Procedure
 
1. PURPOSE: 
It is the policy of the Board and the Association that all grievances be resolved informally 
or at the earliest possible stage of this grievance procedure. However, both parties recognize that 
the procedure must be available without any fear of discrimination because of its use. Informal 
settlements at any stage shall bind the immediate parties to the settlements but will not create a 
precedent or ruling binding either of the parties to this Agreement in future proceedings. 
2. DEFINITIONS: 
a. A "grievance" is any claim by the Association or Teacher that there has been a 
violation, misinterpretation or misapplication of the terms of this Agreement; or violation of any 
established policy or practice affecting terms and conditions of employment. 
b. A "Teacher" is any person in the unit covered by this Agreement. 
c. An "aggrieved party" is the Teacher or group of Teachers who submit a grievance or 
on whose behalf it is submitted. 
3. SUBMISSION AND PROCEDURAL RULES: 
a. Before submission of a written grievance, the aggrieved party must attempt to resolve 
it informally. 
b. Each formal grievance shall be submitted in writing and shall identify the aggrieved 
party, the provision of this Agreement involved in the grievance, the time when and where the 
alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance existed and, if known, the identity of the 
person responsible for causing such events or conditions, and a general statement of the 
grievance and redress sought by the aggrieved party. 
4. ROLE OF THE ASSOCIATION: 
a. An aggrieved party may have the Association act in his behalf during any portiones) 
of the proceedings. Such a request for Association participation shall be in writing to the 
Association and shall become incorporated with the submission of a grievance. 
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b. The Association may file such a grievance which has district-wide application. 
starting at step b of the grievance procedure. 
c. Wherein a grievance proceeding may more explicitly interpret the intent of a 
provision of this Agreement, the Association when not a participant in the proceedings, shall be 
informed of any settlements of a formal grievance. Such information, however, shall not name 
the aggrieved party. 
5. TIME LIMITS: 
a. All time limits herein shall consist of school days. The time limits may be modified 
only by mutual agreement of both parties. 
b. A grievance shall be deemed waived unless it is submitted within fifteen (15) days 
after the aggrieved party knew or should have known of the events or conditions on which it is 
based. For interpretation of this clause, Board actions are assumed to be known on the date 
Board meeting minutes are approved by the Board, unless an overt act has been made prior to 
such date as a result of such Board action. 
c. If a decision at any stage is not appealed to the next stage of the procedure within five 
(5) days (except fifteen (15) days for "Arbitration") the grievance will be deemed to be 
discontinued and further appeal in regard to this grievance shall be barred. 
d. Failure at any stage of the procedure to communicate a decision to the aggrieved 
party within the specified time limit will permit the lodging of an appeal at the next stage of the 
procedure within the time which would have been allocated had the decision been communicated 
on the final day. 
6. PROCEDURAL STEPS: 
a. The Supervisor shall respond in writing to each written grievance received within five 
(5) days. If an aggrieved party is not satisfied with the response of the Supervisor the aggrieved 
party may submit a copy ofthe grievance to the Superintendent of Schools. 
b. The Superintendent, or his designated representative, shall upon request, confer with 
the aggrieved parties with respect to the grievance and shall deliver to the aggrieved party a 
written statement of his position within ten (10) days. If an aggrieved party is not satisfied with 
the response of the Superintendent, the aggrieved party may submit a copy of the grievance to 
the Board. 
c. The Board, providing it receives at least five (5) days notice, shall hear the matter at 
its next regular board meeting. The hearing shall be conducted in executive session. If 
necessary, a special board meeting may be called. If an aggrieved party is not satisfied with the 
response of the Board or no response is received within ten (10) days after hearings are 
concluded, then the aggrieved party may submit the grievance to "Arbitration" except as 
disallowed by Article V, Paragraph 1 of this Agreement. 
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7. ARBITRATION: 
a. In the event the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the decision of the Board, the 
aggrieved party may within fifteen (15) days refer the matter to arbitration by requesting the 
American Arbitration Association to name a panel of seven (7) arbitrators. Copies of such 
request shall be forwarded to the Superintendent. Upon receipt of the names of the proposed 
arbitrators, the aggrieved party or its representative and the Board or its representative shall each 
strike names from the list until one (l) is left and that person shall serve as Arbitrator. If either 
party refuses to participate in the selection process, the American Arbitration Association will 
appoint an arbitrator. The Arbitrator will arrange a hearing which will be held in accordance 
with the rules and procedures of the "American Arbitration Association Voluntary Labor 
Arbitration Rules". 
8. PROVISIONS FOR ARBITRATION: 
a. The Arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision which requires 
the commission of an act prohibited by law, or which is violative of the terms of this Agreement. 
b. The Arbitrator shall have no power or authority to add to, subtract from, modify, 
change, or alter any provision of the Agreement. 
c. The Arbitrator shall have only the power to interpret what the parties to the 
Agreement intended by the specific clauses in the Agreement which are at issue. 
d. The decision of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties. 
e. The fees and expenses of the Arbitrator shall be borne equally by the aggrieved party 
and the Board. The expenses for witnesses for either side shall be paid by the party producing 
such witnesses. Whenever a stenographic record is requested, the Arbitrator shall arrange for the 
same and the expense shall be borne by the party or parties requesting it. 
ARTICLE V
 
Fair Dismissal
 
1. No probationary Teacher who has completed more than one year of service to the District 
shall be dismissed without just cause. Such dismissal may be grieved through the Board stage of 
the grievance procedure. The Board's decision regarding the dismissal of a non-tenured Teacher 
shall be final and binding and not subject to the Arbitration step of the grievance procedure. 
Such dismissal shall not apply to Extra-Curricular Activities. 
2. A Teacher shall be entitled to have an observer present when he/she is to be formally 
reprimanded. A formal reprimand shall be a reprimand which is in writing and shall become part 
of the Teacher's permanent file. 
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ARTICLE VI
 
Teacher Performance Review
 
1. The Board of Education, the Administration and the Association desire to maintain a 
superior educational staff. In recognition of that end and to continue to improve student 
learning, the following principles and procedures will apply. 
2. The purpose of the evaluation of the teaching staff is to improve student learning, student 
achievement, student development and to improve the quality of a staff member's performance in 
achieving that goal. 
3. To further the above purpose, the evaluator(s) are expected to provide staff members with a 
candid appraisal of hislher work and to identify areas in teacher performance that need 
improvement. The evaluator may make suggestions to the teacher on how to improve hislher 
performance. These suggestions for improvements are not limited to only instruction but can 
include the overall job performance during the work day in the classroom and in other assigned 
duties. Any evaluator critical of a staff member's performance will include written suggestions 
for improvement. 
4. All observations and evaluations of staff members will be conducted openly and with the 
full knowledge of the staff member. 
5. Probationary staff members will be observed in the classroom and given a classroom 
observation report and a summative evaluation report at least twice a year. At least one 
classroom observation report and one summative evaluation report will be given in each 
semester of each year of probation. The last classroom written observation report and 
summative evaluation will be given by May 31 of each year. Probationary staff members will 
complete a self-evaluation report prior to all summative evaluations. 
6. All tenured staff members will be observed in the classroom at least once a year, given a 
classroom observation report and a summative evaluation report by June 10th of each year. All 
tenured staff will complete a self-evaluation report prior to a summative evaluation. 
7. One of the following schedules will be followed: 
a. Within ten (10) work days after the Classroom Observation, a staff member will 
receive a written Classroom Observation report. A post observation conference between the staff 
member and the evaluator will take place within five (5) work days of receipt of the Classroom 
Observation report. 
The teacher will return the signed Classroom Observation report within five (5) work days of 
receipt or an unsigned copy will be placed in the staff member's personnel file. 
b. Within ten (lO) work days after the Classroom Observation, a staff member will have 
a post observation conference with the evaluator. Within five (5) work days of the post 
observation conference, the staff member will receive a written Classroom Observation report. 
The teacher will return the signed Classroom Observation report within five (5) work days of 
receipt or an unsigned copy will be placed in the staff member's personnel file. 
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c. All post observation conferences shall be scheduled with at least twenty-four (24) 
hours notice at a time mutually agreed to. 
Any timelines not met by the evaluator will result in the Classroom Observation report not being 
placed in the staff member's personnel file. Any timelines not kept by the staff members will 
result in the timelines in Article VI Section 7 being waived. 
Any absence from school by staff member or administrator shall extend the timelines 
accordingly. 
8. Each staff member will sign and return the Observation Report to be placed in the personnel 
file, within 5 work days after the post observation conference. If the Observation Report is not 
signed and returned an unsigned copy will be placed in the staff member's personnel file. The 
signature does not indicate agreement to the contents of the evaluation. The staff member may 
also attach comments to the evaluation and these will be included in the personnel file. 
9. Staff Members who receive an overall perfonnance rating of "unsatisfactory" on a 
classroom observation report will be re-evaluated within no less than 20 work days and no more 
than 30 work days, until 2 consecutive "satisfactory" ratings have been received. 
The first time a teacher receives an overall perfonnance rating of "unsatisfactory" on a classroom 
observation report or a summative evaluation that teacher must enter a teacher mentorship 
program. That teacher will continue participating in the teacher mentorship program for the 
entire school year, regardless if two consecutive "satisfactory" ratings have been received. 
The district will provide training for potential teacher mentors. Teacher mentors will serve on a 
voluntary basis. Either the District or the APT may veto the selection of a proposed mentor. 
10. A post evaluation conference between the staff member and the evaluator will take place 
within 5 work days of receipt of a surnmative evaluation report unless the staff member and 
evaluator agree to a different time. 
11. The staff member may elect to have an advisor present at the conference. The advisor may 
not act as an advocate and may not actively participate in the discussion except at the express 
agreement of the evaluator. The advisor may request momentary breaks to advise the staff 
member. 
12. If a staff member is not satisfied with a surnmative evaluation report after the summative 
post evaluation conference, the staff member may request a written update to be completed 
within 30 and 45 work days of the request. 
13. If a staff member receives an overall evaluation that is less than satisfactory after the 
summative post evaluation conference, the staff member and evaluator will agree on a written 
plan for improvement within 20 work days. 
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14. Tenured staff members may request evaluation using the Professional Portfolio method if 
mutually agreed upon between the staff member and the evaluator. This request will be made by 
October 15 and may not be changed thereafter. The procedure and instrument to be used to 
evaluate the staff member's job performance will be also mutually be agreed upon by the staff 
member and the administrator. If there is no agreement, the procedure herein and the regular 
classroom observation reports and summative evaluation reports will be used. 
15. Non-tenured staff members may request an evaluator to review a Professional Portfolio 
prior to their completion of a summative evaluation report. This request must be made prior to 
Oct. 15th. 
16. Each teacher shall undergo a peer review process at least once every three years. The 
purpose of this review is to improve teacher effectiveness through increased interaction and 
comment. A form indicating the peer review process has been completed shall be signed by the 
teacher, reviewer, and the A.P.T. President and submitted to the Superintendent to be placed in 
the teacher's personnel folder. The District will notify a teacher in writing within six months 
prior to the end of the three year period if no such review has taken place. Peer 
ReviewlMentoring training will continue to be provided by the District. Peer ReviewlMentoring 
guidelines will be determined by the Association with District agreement. 
ARTICLE VII
 
Teacher's Personnel File
 
1. Upon request, a Teacher will be provided the opportunity, at a time agreeable to the Teacher 
and the District Office, to review the entire contents of his or her personnel file, except pre­
employment materials of a confidential nature. The Teacher may elect to have an advisor 
present during such review. 
2. Anytime a document is added to a Teacher's folder, a copy shall be given to the Teacher 
within seventy-two (72) hours of being added to the folder. Any teacher evaluations added to the 
file must be submitted to the teacher within seven (7) working days of the evaluation. 
3. Any time a document is removed from the folder, the Teacher shall be notified in writing of 
the removal within seventy-two hours of its being removed. 
4. No formal reprimand will be made before a Teacher has a chance to explain the situation 
causing it or defend the actions taken. 
5. If a Teacher feels something is unjustly critical, he or she shall have the right to attach 
comments to it explaining his or her point of view. 
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ARTICLE VIII
 
Leaves of Absence
 
1. SICK LEAVE:
 
a. The Board of Education will allow each employee employed by the District ten (10) 
working days each year, cumulative to two hundred (200) days on account of personal sickness 
or physical disability. 
b. All employees should be advised before September 30 of each year the status of their 
accumulated days of pay for sick leave to show the number of days accumulated through June 30 
of the same year. 
c. All employees absent from work shall be required to fill out a form furnished by the 
Board of Education for hislher absence. The Board of Education reserves the right to require any 
employee to furnish satisfactory proof of necessity for absence, such as a Doctor's certification. 
In the event a teacher is absent on sick leave for three (3) or more consecutive school days, the 
Superintendent may require the teacher to submit appropriate medical substantiation of the need 
for additional sick time. 
d. Accumulative leave shall begin from the date the Teacher is first employed, or in the 
case of a Teacher who terminates and is subsequently re-employed, from the date of re­
employment. 
e. Sick leave for the teaching staff shall be charged against the Teacher's accumulative 
sick leave for only those days or half-days on which school is actually in session. 
f. After a Teacher has used up all hislher sick leave, the difference between the 
substitute's salary and the salary of the regular Teacher will be paid to the regular Teacher. (This 
would be done only when the regular Teacher is responsible for planning of work and is in direct 
contact with the substitute.) "Contact" work ends upon a contract between Board and substitute. 
g. An Employee may use up to five (5) days per year of hislher sick leave allotment for 
illness in the immediate family as defined in this agreement provided such time is required for 
bedside attention or otherwise requires the employee's presence. The Superintendent of Schools 
may require verification of the illness from a physician. 
h. The District and APT agree to the understanding that an employee who sells back all 
200 days of sick leave in accordance with that provision in the contract is still entitled to use of 
(ten) sick days per year under the contract. These days cannot be sold and cannot be 
accumulated. 
1. SICK LEAVE BANK 
I. A "Sick Leave Bank" shall be established to provide additional sick leave 
credits to employees who have exhausted sick leave credits because of serious long-term illness 
or disability. [Long term illness or disability is defined as a period of thirty (30) days or more]. 
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2. The bank will consist of days voluntarily donated by unit members but not to 
exceed one (1) per year per unit member. Contributions to the bank shall be made in writing and 
signed by the employee on a form agreed upon by the District and the Association of Poland 
Teachers. The deadline for donations shall be October 1 of the school year. No employee may 
contribute more than a total of two (2) sick days and the maximum number of days available in 
the bank may not exceed two times the number of teachers who have contributed. [In order for 
the Bank to be established and function at least fifty percent (50%) of the members of the Unit 
must contribute to the Bank]. 
3. The Superintendent, or hislher designee, and the President of the Association, 
or hislher designee, will administer the bank. The decision of the Superintendent and the 
President of the Association on the allowance of days shall be final. 
4. An applicant must have been employed by the district for a minimum of three 
years and must submit satisfactory proof of illness or disability to the Superintendent and the 
Association President. Such proof shall include a physician's statement. The District reserves 
the right to have another physician of the District's choosing verify the employee's illness. 
5. A person collecting from the bank at the end of the school year, whose illness 
extends to the following school year, must reapply to the bank in September if still eligible. 
6. Should the total days in the bank fall below thirty (30) during the course of a 
school year, the bank may be reopened for additional voluntary contributions of one day per unit 
member above and beyond the two-day limitation specified in section 2. 
7. An eligible applicant may be granted up to thirty (30) days of sick leave credits 
from the bank. The request must be in writing to the Superintendent with a copy to the 
Association President. In the event the applicant exhausts the thirty (30) days, he/she may 
reapply to the bank. 
8. As a condition of eligibility, the employee must have been a member of the 
bank within the preceding year of the onset of illness or disability. [In order to qualify for use of 
the Sick Leave Bank in the first year it commences, an employee must contribute one (I) day at 
the outset]. No request for leave shall be granted unless both President and Superintendent, or 
hislher designee, agree, and the granting or failing to grant an applicant shall be in their sole and 
exclusive discretion and shall not in any way be reviewable. The President and the 
Superintendent, or hislher designee, may modify any approved application; that is, grant fewer 
days than requested or take whatever other action they may deem to be appropriate. 
2. PERSONAL LEAVE: 
a. Each Teacher shall be granted leave with pay not to exceed five (5) days each school 
year for personal reasons. Such leave is authorized on the basis of the following guidelines: 
1. Up to five (5) days for illness in the immediate family where bedside attention 
by the Teacher is required. The "immediate family" is interpreted to include father, mother, 
brother, sister, child, spouse, or mother/father-in-Iaw, or any other member of the family or 
household who has clearly stood in the same relationship with the employee as any of these. 
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2. One (1) day personal leave In the case of death or illness for in-laws. 
grandparents, or other relative. 
3. One (1) day per incident for urgent business or legal reasons over which the 
employee has no control. 
4. Other leave days (within the five) may be granted by the Superintendent. The 
granting of such leave shall not create precedent for the disposition of other requests for such 
leave. 
b. Such leave is not accumulative from year to year except up to four (4) unused days 
will be credited to the Teacher's sick leave accumulation, subject to the maximum limit of 
accumulation specified in paragraph 1a. above. 
c. Teachers may leave school up to one (1) hour early for reasons above and make 
arrangements for coverage of their class if they have one. The teacher will notify the 
administration, in writing, of the name of the other teacher who is covering the class for them 
and the reason for leaving. The teacher who is covering will also sign the written form. 
Accumulation of four (4) hours becomes one-half (1/2) day which will be removed from 
personal leave accrual. 
d. Additional leave days may be granted at the discretion of the Board of Education. 
The granting of such leave shall not create precedent for the disposition of other requests for 
such leave. 
3. BEREAVEMENT LEAVE: 
Teachers shall receive up to five (5) days bereavement leave for each death in the 
employee's immediate family, as defined in paragraph 2a.(1.) above. Such leave shall be with 
pay and shall not be deducted from any other leave time. 
4. ASSOCIATION LEAVE: 
The Association will have five (5) personal days to be used at its discretion for Association 
business. Individuals selected by the Association to attend such professional meetings will not 
lose their own personal days. All expenses, including the cost of substitutes for Teachers absent 
in connection with such affairs, will be paid for by the Poland Teachers' Association. 
5. CHILD CARE LEAVE: 
Child Care leaves may be granted for a period not to exceed two (2) years. Teachers must 
give reasonable notice to the Board of Education in writing that a child care leave is requested. 
The Teacher shall submit to the Superintendent, upon request, a doctor's certification as to 
physical fitness and ability to continue or to resume all of the teacher's normal activities. 
Upon return from such leave, the Teacher shall be advanced one (1) step on the Salary 
Schedule provided the Teacher received a minimum of eleven (11) paychecks within the school 
year which included said leave. 
This provision must work in conjunction with Article IX-I. 
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6. OTHER LEAVE: 
a. The Board of Education may, within its discretion, grant leaves of absence for a 
period not to exceed one (l) school year without pay. 
b. Visiting Days: Visiting days shall be arranged at the discretion of the Superintendent 
to provide an opportunity for employees to observe the work of others both within and outside 
the District. 
c. Conferences: At the discretion of the Superintendent, teachers may be excused to 
attend one-day conferences, workshops, or area meetings when, in his opinion, the subject is 
pertinent to the local needs of the District. Where a Teacher is to be away overnight for such 
reasons, prior approval of the Board must be secured. Where a faculty member is authorized by 
the Board to attend a conference, reasonable and proper expenses will be paid by the Board. 
Written or oral reports may be requested by the Board. 
7. NOTIFICATION OF ABSENCE: 
a. Each Teacher who expects to be absent from duty must notify the designated 
Administrator as early as possible so that time may be available for calling a substitute. The 
school will call the substitute. Unless the period of absence is specified, the Teacher must call 
the school each day that he/she will not be in the following day. Otherwise, it will be assumed 
he/she will report for duty the next day. Every effort will be made by full-time teachers to call 
the designated Administrator by 6:30 A.M. Part-time teachers will call at a time requested by 
designated Administrator. 
b. Absences on account of reasons other than those stated above will result in full loss of 
pay unless prior arrangements are made with the Board. 
8. IN-SERVICE TRAINING 
Any teacher who is absent on a day when in-service is provided during the regular work day 
is required to attend another in-service program which may be offered outside of the work day. 
This in-service makeup course should, if possible, be on a topic the teacher missed during the 
work day program, but training in another approved in-service area will be acceptable. The 
district will waive this requirement when situations beyond the teachers' control exist; including 
but not limited to: teachers attending a conference on that day; teachers on sick/maternity leave; 
teachers taking personal bereavement leave, etc. 
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ARTICLE IX
 
Pay Schedules
 
1. SALARY SCHEDULE PROVISIONS:
 
a. Effective July 1, 2006, the salary schedule will increase by a total of four point two 
five percent (4.25%), inclusive of increment. In changing from the old schedule to the new 
schedule, all eligible Teachers will advance one (1) step. 
b. Effective July 1, 2007, the salary schedule will increase by a total of four point two 
five percent (4.25%), inclusive of increment. In changing from the old schedule to the new 
schedule, all eligible Teachers will advance one (1) step. 
c. Effective July 1, 2008, the salary schedule will increase by a total of four point two 
five percent (4.25%), inclusive of increment. In changing from the old schedule to the new 
schedule, all eligible Teachers will advance one (1) step. 
d. Effective July 1, 2009, the salary schedule will increase by a total of four point two 
five percent (4.25%), inclusive of increment. In changing from the old schedule to the new 
schedule, all eligible Teachers will advance one (1) step. 
2.	 GRADUATE HOURS: 
a. A certified Teacher will receive remuneration for earned graduate hours taken after 
earning a Bachelor's degree. If there is a question as to the date of earning such Bachelor's 
degree, it is the responsibility ofthe Teacher involved to furnish proof of such date. 
b. Remuneration shall be in blocks of six (6) credit hours, up to a maximum of 60 credit 
hours as described in the attached salary schedule. 
3.	 ADVANCED DEGREES: 
$ 500.00 will be paid over base salary for a Master's Degree. 
$ 750.00 will be paid over base salary for a CAS Degree. 
$1,000.00 will be paid over base salary for a Doctor's Degree. 
Teachers will not be paid for more than one (1) Advanced Degree. 
4.	 TEACHING ASSISTANTS 
$250.00 will be paid over base salary for an Associates Degree. 
5.	 NATIONAL CERTIFICATION 
Teachers who meet the requirements, complete the program, and achieve National 
Certification will receive an increase in base salary of two thousand dollars ($2,000) over their 
schedule step and placement. However, this will not result in any change in the regular salary 
schedule. 
6.	 NON-CERTIFIED TEACHERS: 
Non-certified Teachers shall be placed on the "A" Schedule of the Salary Schedule. 
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7. SCHEDULE OF COACHING: 
a. Once on a step, a coach will remain on that step for a period of two (2) years before 
advancing to the next step. 
b. If a coach coaches both Varsity and J.V. teams in the same sport, the full amount for 
Varsity coaching and one-half of the J.V. amount shall apply. 
c. If one individual is Advisor to both the J.V. and Varsity Cheerleading Squads, the 
individual will receive one hundred forty percent (140%) of the Varsity Cheerleading Stipend. 
8. OTHER ACTIVITIES 
CHAPERONES AND BASKETBALL TIMERS 
a. Home Varsity and JV Games $46 
b. Home Varsity Game $29 
c. HomeJV Game $22 
d. Home Modified Games (2) $37 
e. Home Modified Game (1) $20 
f. Away Games $61 
TICKET SALES 
a. Two (2) Games $33 
b. One (1) Game $16 
Adult Education $22/hr. 
Play Advisor 5.0% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
Yearbook Advisor 7.0% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule 
Student Council Advisor 7.0% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
Elementary Student Council Advisor 1.5% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
Bookstore Advisor 1.5% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
Honor Society Advisor 1.5% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
French Club Advisor 1.5% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
Spanish Club Advisor 1.5% of Step 1A of the Salary Schedule 
Science Club Advisor 2.5% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
SADD Advisor 2.0% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
Computer Club 1.0% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
Peer Leadership Advisor 1.5% of Step lA of the Salary Schedule 
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Ski Club Advisor 2.0% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Kids Against Pollution Advisor 1.5% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Varsity Club Advisor 1.5% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Mock Trial Advisor 2.0% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Science Fair Coordinator 2.0% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Science Family Fun Night Coordinator 1.0% Of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Math Family Fun Night Coordinator 1.0 % of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
High School Quiz Team Advisor 1.5 % of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Envirothon Team Advisor 1.5% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Teen Aids Task Force Advisor 2.0% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Art Club Advisor 1.5% of Step IA of the Salary Schedule
 
Color Guard Advisor 2.0% of Step IA ofthe Salary Schedule
 
Additional advisors may receive remuneration. The criteria will be detennined by the 
District on an individual basis. A club must have a proven existence before the APT will seek 
remuneration for the advisor. 
9. OTHER CHAPERONING DUTIES: 
a. All Junior and Senior High Teachers will assume chaperone duty each year. All 
Advisors will chaperone their respective function at no extra pay. Elementary Teachers will 
chaperone elementary school events as directed by the administration. 
b. A list will be distributed to all staff members in September stating all open chaperoning 
duties. Staff members will have an opportunity to select assignments on a lottery basis. Class 
Advisors and the Athletic Director will secure chaperones for their respective activities not 
covered by the lottery. 
c. The teachers assigned chaperone duty will be compensated at the rate of sixteen ($16) 
dollars per hour for the 2006-2010 school years for each hour worked while perfonning the 
chaperone duties. 
d. The teachers assigned chaperone duty for Math or Science Family Fun Night will be 
compensated at a rate of sixteen ($16) per hour for the 2006-2010 school years for each hour 
worked while perfonning the chaperone duties. 
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e. Class Advisors in grades 9-12 (Business Advisors); one for each class. The 
percentage below will be applied to Step 1A on the Salary Schedule. 
Senior Class 4.5% Sophomore Class 2.5%
 
Junior Class 3.5% Freshman Class 2.5%
 
10. UNUSED SICK DAYS: 
Teachers who have been with the District for at least ten (l0) years will be able to sell back 
their unused sick days, at a rate of forty dollars per day as follows: 
a. The teacher must be at least fifty (50) years of age. 
b. The teacher can not sell more than 70 days in one school year. 
c. When unused sick days are sold back, they are subtracted from the total days that may be 
accumulated. 
Example: A teacher who sold 70 unused sick days will be able to accumulate a 
maximum of130 sick days. 
d. The maximum number of sick days that may be sold is 200. 
11. CURRICULUM WORK: 
Curriculum development or curriculum reVlSlon proposals that have the prior written 
approval of the Superintendent of Schools, and that are worked on at a times other than the 
regular work day or work year, will be compensated at the rate of twenty-two dollars ($22) per 
hour for the period 2006-2010. Such projects may be requested by unit members or proposed by 
the District. 
12. SCOREKEEPER: 
Each school year, the Director ofAthletics will attempt to find responsible students who are 
capable of keeping score or operating the shot clock at the various athletic events in the school 
district. This is in keeping with the long tradition of the District in teaching students to accept 
and learn responsibility. 
In the event the Director of Athletics is unable to fill the position with responsible students 
as above described, or in the absence of such students from a game, the Director of Athletics will 
recommend a responsible adult to the District to provide such service. The adult scorekeeper 
will be paid at the rate of $22 for a Varsity Game, $16 for a JV Game and $11 for a Modified 
Game. The adult shot clock operator will be paid at a rate of $11 for a Varsity Game and $6 for 
aJV Game. 
ARTICLE X
 
Payroll Procedures
 
1. Every employee shall be paid bi-weekly for the annual pay period of the employee. 
2. For ten-month employees, the pay period will be computed on a 12-month basis at the 
option of the employees, with the first payment in September and the last in June. That portion 
of the annual salary not yet paid will be given Teachers only when their normally prescribed end­
of-year work is completed. 
3. The Board of Education will deduct dues for any or all of the following Professional 
Associations: 
The Association of Poland Teachers 
The New York State United Teachers 
American Federation of Teachers 
Such dues will be deducted from each employee's salary upon presentation of duly signed 
authorization cards. Dues deduction will be made in equal amounts from all authorized salary 
checks as soon as Business Manager has knowledge of amount. 
IMPORTANT:	 AUTHORIZATION CARDS MUST BE FILED IN THE BUSINESS 
OFFICE BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF SCHOOL. 
4.	 The Board of Education will offer all employees a payroll deduction plan through the First 
Source Federal Credit Union. Each participating employee will submit an authorization 
card. Employees may discontinue the plan at the end of any payroll period, but must wait 
until the following September to become reinstated. 
5.	 The Board of Education shall be authorized to deduct from payrOll for the following: 
Tax Sheltered Annuities 
Loss of Income Insurance 
This authorization will be limited to no more than six (6) companies and will be filed in the 
business office by the end of the first week of school. Teachers new to the District may remain 
with their previous tax sheltered annuity company. 
6. Employees will receive a full pay at the end of the first pay period in September. Also, 
when a regular pay day falls within a vacation, every effort will be made to pay Teachers on the 
last day of school. 
7. The School Board will assume the responsibility of furnishing, either at orientation or the 
first day of school, each Teacher new to the faculty a complete packet of forms and information 
sufficient to elect any or all options available to Teachers of the District. 
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8. Two (2) hours of salary schedule credit will be granted for supervising and working with a 
cadet Teacher for the duration of his assignment. 
9. Whenever a Teacher believes he has qualified for a higher pay schedule by virtue of 
earned hours, he should confer with the Superintendent. Pay adjustments will not be automatic. 
Each Teacher who thinks he qualified will have to submit certified transcripts to the 
Superintendent. 
10.	 When it is necessary to calculate daily rate of pay, the following method will be used. 
Ten month employees 1I200th of gross annual rate of pay. 
11. Full-time teachers receiving remuneration for coaching or other extra-curricular activities 
in one payment shall have the minimum amount of Federal and State taxes deducted from that 
payment as pennitted by law. 
12.	 NYSUT BENEFIT TRUST: 
The District will provide unit members payroll deduction privileges for those who elect 
deduction for programs in the NYSUT Benefit Trust. The total of deduction each month will be 
sent in a single check to the designated Benefit Trust Administrator. 
13.	 DIRECT DEPOSIT: 
The District will make arrangements for the direct deposit of employee paychecks for 
those employees electing such direct deposit. The effective date of this will be when the district 
can implement it and it is compatible with the district's payroll system. (Effective July 1, 2003, 
all new members of the bargaining unit shall be required to enroll in the District's Direct Deposit 
Plan for salary.) 
14.	 FLEXIBLE BENEFIT PLAN: 
The parties agree that a Section 125 Flexible Benefit Plan (Cafeteria Plan) will be 
implemented as soon as practicable after ratification of the agreement. Said plan will cover 
allowed insurance premium contributions, allowable dependent care expenses, and allowable 
medical expenses not covered by insurance. The Plan will be administered by Preferred Group 
Plans, Inc. 
ARTICLE XI
 
Health Insurance
 
1. Health Insurance is available to all full-time employees and their spouses and children. 
Employees must be hired for at least five (5) full months to be eligible for health insurance. 
2. For employees who are tenninating their services at the end of June, coverage will end as 
of June 30, unless the Teacher wishes to pay the total premiums until such time as he is picked 
up somewhere else but no longer than sixty (60) days. 
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3. For those who end their services between July 1 and June 30 fiscal year, coverage will end 
as of the last day of the month in which employment terminated unless the Teacher wishes to pay 
the total premiums until such time as he/she is picked up somewhere else, but no longer than 
sixty (60) days. 
4. The District will guarantee that in changing over from one health insurance plan to 
another, that all covered individuals with pre-existing conditions shall be protected from any loss 
due to the change over. 
In addition, the District will guarantee that any new insurance plan will have equal or 
better coverage. 
5. The District will provide the health insurance plan coverage to retired employees and their 
dependents. The District will pay 65% of the premiums. In the event the retiree pre-deceases 
the dependent, the district will pay 100% of the premium for the dependent for 2 years after 
which the District will pay 65% of the premium. 
6. The prescription drug co-pay will be $0 for Mail Order / $2 for Generic / $5 for Brand-
name. 
7. A Dental Plan is available to all employees and their spouses and children. The District 
will pay 100% of the premiums for the employee. The employee is responsible for the family 
coverage premiums. The District will provide the dental insurance plan coverage to retired 
employees. The District will pay 65% of the premium. The employee is responsible for the 
family coverage premiums. 
8. The District will provide a $20,000 term life Insurance policy for all its full-time 
employees. 
9. Teacher Contribution 
a. All teachers hired after July 1, 2003 will contribute twelve and one-half percent (12 
1/2%) towards health insurance premium, until such time that they become eligible to receive 
tenure with the District. Upon reaching tenure eligibility, teachers shall begin to pay the same 
percentage as all other members of the bargaining unit. 
b.	 All teachers not covered under a. above shall contribute to the cost of their health 
insurance premium using the following schedule: 
2006-2007 nine and three quarter percent (9.75%)
 
2007-2009 ten percent (10%)
 
2009-2010 eleven percent (11 %)
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10. Effective luly 1, 1997, members ofthe unit will have available to them, in place of 
enrolling in the current District Health Plan, the option to join the Mohawk Valley Physician's 
Health Plan (MVPHP). For those unit members who choose this option, the District will pay the 
premium up to but not exceeding the amount it would pay for a unit member's enrollment in the 
appropriate coverage area of the District Health Plan, i.e. Individual or Family coverage. Any 
cost in excess of the District contribution as stated in the above will be completely borne by the 
employee. 
11. Health Insurance 'Buy Out' Alternative: 
Effective July 1, 1997, and annually thereafter, current unit members or new employees 
who elect not to enroll in either the District Health Plan or HMO option will have an "opt out" 
alternative available under the following conditions and circumstances: 
a. The employee must give written notice to the Business Office by "current year", that 
he/she is electing to drop district offered health insurance coverage. Such notice shall remain in 
effect until coverage is requested again as stated below. Thereafter, employees electing to drop 
health insurance offered through the District must give written notice to the Business Office by 
June Ist in each school year. 
b. The employee must provide proof of other coverage of health insurance in a manner 
acceptable to the Business Office. 
c. New employees must provide notice of waiver within thirty (30) days of hire. 
Payments of the bonus option shall be pro-rated where appropriate. 
d. Employees in the above categories who opt out of the District health plan or HMO for 
which they are eligible for coverage shall receive the following stipend in a single check in June 
ofeach school year. 
Individual Plan (five hundred dollars) $500. Family Plan (two thousand dollars) $2,000. 
e. An employee who loses hislher other health coverage during the year, e.g., divorce or 
death of individual who is insurance provider, and who has opted out of the District Plan or 
HMO and wishes to reenter must make immediate written request to the Business Office and will 
be readmitted to the plan in accordance with rules and regulations of the carrier. A unit member 
who returns to the District Plan or HMO during the course of any school year will only be 
entitled to a pro-rata amount of the option stipend for the time the employee was not in the plan. 
In the event of an emergency need for reinstatement of an employee under extenuating 
circumstances, the District will attempt to negotiate with the carrier immediate reinstatement. If 
the employee is not allowed immediate reinstatement and must use the Federal COBRA program 
from the other insurer, the District will contribute to the employee's COBRA plan a monthly 
amount not to exceed the amount it would contribute toward the District plan to which the 
employee would be reinstated. This will not exceed a period of one year or reinstatement to the 
District Plan, whichever is sooner. 
f. Employees who elect this option must be in hislher correct plan of coverage, i.e., 
individual in an individual plan or dependent coverage in the family plan. 
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12. Parties have agreed to establish a joint committee to investigate ways and methods of 
reducing health insurance costs. 
ARTICLE XII
 
Other Conditions of Employment
 
1. TEACHER'S WORK DAY: 
a. The Teacher's normal day shall be not longer than seven and one-quarter (7 1/4) 
hours from opening of homerooms to dismissal of homerooms, including lunch period. 
b. They should perform professional duties as required to fulfill the responsibilities of 
their position. 
2. LESSON PLANS: 
a. Lesson plans for teacher's use should be set down in terms of broad objectives in a 
plan book provided by the Board of Education, and in blocks of time for as long as a week or 
more in advance. Copies of these plans will be handed in weekly to the appropriate office at the 
designated time. 
b. The Administration shall not make independent judgment or reach conclusions 
regarding a teacher's performance on the basis of his or her weekly lesson plan without other 
supportive evidence. 
c. The District and the Association will establish a joint committee of an equal number 
of teachers and an equal number of administrators to review and develop the appropriate place of 
lesson plans in the teaching arts. The joint committee will develop expectations for lesson plans 
and develop a mutually acceptable format for the preparation of lesson plans. This may include, 
but not be limited to, the aims, objectives, teaching methodologies to be used in particular plans, 
the relation to New York State Standards, the role of lesson plans in Performance Appraisal, et. 
al. The joint committee will attempt to complete its review within three months of the formation 
of the committee. The committee will consist of two active teacher representatives and one 
"shadow" non-participating teacher observer and the elementary and secondary principals. 
3. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONAL AREA: 
Elementary classes in special fields (such as gym, music, library and others) will begin the 
first full day of school in September and continue through the last week of school in June. 
4. NOTIFICATION OF POSITIONS WITHIN THE SYSTEM: 
a. If a bargaining unit vacancy is to be filled, each member will receive a written notice 
at least five (5) days prior to the filling of said vacancy. During July and August a committee of 
three (3) members are of the bargaining unit will be notified in writing of all such vacancies. 
Names of the committee (and addresses) must be turned into the District Office prior to the end 
of school in June. 
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b. TEACHER TRANSFERS: 
The District will post all new openings in unencumbered positions or newly created 
positions within the teacher bargaining unit. Teachers who desire to apply for such positions 
must make written application to the Superintendent within five (5) days of the announced 
vacancy. Teachers who are qualified for the position and apply will be interviewed before the 
District seeks outside applicants. . 
The primary criterion for consideration of a request to transfer to a posted position in 
a new grade level or school level (e.g., elementary to senior high) shall be the best interests of 
the students and the school district educational program. 
In the event internal applicants meet all of the qualifications and other job 
requirements of a posted position, the district will take seniority into consideration in making its 
decision on assignment. The final decision on teacher transfer assignments will be made by the 
Superintendent. 
5.	 HIRn~G OF SUBSTITUTES FOR SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS: 
Whenever a Teacher in one of the special fields (such as gym, music, art, Resource and 
others) is absent, every effort will be made to hire a substitute (whether or not certified) so that 
the elementary teachers will not have their schedules disrupted. 
6.	 CAFETERIA DUTY: 
No teacher will be required to serve lunch room supervision. 
7.	 JURY DUTY: 
It will be the Board policy to excuse employees for jury duty at full pay and without loss 
of sick or personal leave. Where adequate substitutes cannot be found, the Superintendent will 
ask the authorities to excuse the employee. Verification of jury service may be required. The 
compensation paid teachers for jury duty by the county, it is understood, will be turned back to 
the Board of Education (except mileage). 
8.	 HEALTH EXAMINATION: 
a. The Board may require a general health and physical examination by the District 
physician at District expense or by a private physician, and if by a private physician, the Teacher 
will be reimbursed at a rate not to exceed the fee of the District physician. 
b. Skin tests for Tuberculosis may be required and may be administered by school 
health personnel. Every effort will be made to accomplish such skin tests by October 1st. 
9.	 TEACHER PROTECTION: 
The Board of Education will defend the Teachers in all suits arising from the exercise of 
their duties and actions as a professional employee of the District, except for violations of the 
penal code or crimes. 
10.	 PRE-PLANNING FOR COMING SCHOOL YEARS: 
a. Every effort will be made to submit orders for supplies requisitioned by Teachers by 
June 1st with instructions to hold them on file contingent to voters' approval at the annual 
meeting. 
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b. The Administration will make every effort to notify the Teacher early in June of any 
deletions from his orders. If the budget is not approved and further deletions are necessary, 
Teachers will be notified as soon as school resumes in the fall. 
11. SEMI-PUBLIC EVENTS: 
At semi-public events, excluding regularly scheduled athletic events, it will be possible to 
engage an available qualified police officer to be paid for by the sponsoring organization. 
12. CLASS SIZE: 
Efforts shall be made within fiscal limitations as determined by the Board to maintain 
reasonable class sizes. Teacher preparation responsibilities and teaching loads will be based 
upon guidelines established by the Education Department of New York State. 
13. CALENDAR: 
A committee of not more than five (5) Association members may request a meeting with 
the Superintendent prior to the establishment of the school calendar. The purpose of such 
meeting is to allow the Association an opportunity to provide input and/or recommendations 
regarding the calendar. 
14. SENIORITY LIST: 
The District shall provide the Association with an updated copy of its seniority list of 
Teachers employed by tenure areas. Such list shall be updated not later than October 15 of each 
year. 
15. TUITION WAIVERS: 
Children of employees of Poland Central School or children whose legal guardians are 
employees of Poland Central School, shall have any tuition requirements waived if they wish to 
enroll their children as students in the Poland Central School District. However, it shall be the 
parents' responsibility to get children home after sport practice and/or games and after extra­
curricular events. 
16. TEACHING ASSIGNMENT: 
GRADES 7-12: The Administration and the Association recognize that pupils are entitled 
to be taught by teachers who are working within their area of competence. In order to assure that 
pupils are taught by teachers working within their areas of competence, teachers will not be 
assigned to teach class outside the scope of their certificates and/or their major or minor fields of 
study, except in emergency situations. 
17. IN-SERVICE TRAINING: 
In order to enhance the professional training of the teaching staff, the District agrees 
to pay sixteen dollars ($16.00) for 2006-07, eighteen dollars ($18.00) for 2007-08, and twenty 
dollars ($20.00) for 2008-10 for each hour of approved in-service training programs attended by 
members of the teaching staff which take place outside of the normal work day. Compensation 
will begin after the first five (5) hours of approved in-service attended by staff outside the work 
day within each year. The in-service training will include any provided by the District and/or in 
conjunction with other educational or professional institutions outside the District. 
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The District will make known to staff through posting on bulletin boards and/or at 
faculty meetings at least five (5) programs of in-service that are being offered within the region 
during the school year and which the District believes might be of professional interest to staff. 
The District will attempt to provide notice of such courses sufficiently in advance of the offering 
to allow interested staff to apply. Nothing herein will prevent a teacher from also requesting 
approval for an in-service program not posted or announced but known by and of interest to the 
teacher. 
All in-service requests, for which hourly compensation is to be paid, must be made by the 
teacher, in writing, to the Superintendent of Schools. Approval or disapproval of the in-service 
request will also be in writing. An "In-Service Request Form" will be developed for this 
purpose. Upon completion of the in-service program, the teacher will provide the District with 
appropriate verification that the course has been taken and completed. 
Excluded from this article are degree earning and graduate credits which are covered 
elsewhere in the agreement. 
18. RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PLAN: 
The following Retirement Incentive Plan is a local plan. In the event the State or the 
Retirement System offers another Retirement Incentive Plan, an employee may opt to take the 
local plan or the alternative plan but may not take both. This option will be available only if the 
District accepts and adopts the State Plan if the plan is offered with that requirement. 
a. In order to be eligible for the Poland Central School District Retirement Incentive Plan, 
the teacher must have ten (l0) or more years of full time continuous service in the Poland 
Central School District and be eligible to retire and receive benefits under the rule regulations of 
the New York State Teachers' retirement System. 
b. The teacher must notify the District at least ninety (90) days before he/she plans to retire 
and must submit an irrevocable letter of resignation and retirement from the District on orbefore, 
but not later than, June 30 of the year of retirement. 
c. The teacher who qualifies must take the Retirement Incentive Plan in the first school year 
in which he/she becomes eligible or during the second school year after he/she first becomes 
eligible during the duration of the plan. Any teacher who does not apply for the plan in the first 
or second year of eligibility will not be eligible for the plan thereafter. 
d. The teacher who qualifies for and accepts the Local Retirement Incentive Plan in the first 
year of eligibility will receive one thousand dollars ($1,000) for each year of continuous full time 
service in the district up to a maximum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000). Any teacher who 
qualifies for the plan and retires and resigns in the second year of eligibility will receive five 
hundred dollars ($500) for each year of continuous full time service in the district up to a 
maximum of eight thousand dollars ($8,000). 
e. All monies paid out under the Retirement Incentive Plan are required to be paid through 
the 403b Plan. 
This Retirement Incentive Plan will be effective July 1, 2006 and expire fully and completely on 
June 30, 2010. 
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19. TEACHER ASSISTANT RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PLAN: 
Teacher Assistants who have worked for the Poland Central School District for ten or 
more years of continuous service will be eligible for a Retirement Incentive Plan using the same 
criteria and procedures as stated in the Poland Central School District Teacher Retirement 
Incentive Plan. The Teacher Assistants who qualify under those criteria will be credited five 
hundred dollars ($500) for each year of continuous service in the District to a maximum of six 
thousand dollars ($6,000) in the first year of eligibility. Any Teacher Assistant who qualifies for 
the plan and retires in the second year of eligibility will receive $250 for each year of continuous 
full-time service up to a maximum of three thousand dollars ($3,000). This plan is effective for 
the same time period as the Teacher Retirement Incentive and expires at the same time. 
20. PROFESSIONAL REVIEW COMMITTEE: 
When a complaint is made to the District regarding the teaching activities or methods of a 
member of the teaching staff, and the complaint is determined by the administration to be worthy 
of referral, the District will so advise the Association of Poland Teachers. The Association shall 
establish a Professional Review Committee of five members selected by the Association 
President. This committee, independent of any District review, will evaluate the complaint and 
shall assist the teacher with a corrective (peer review/mentoring) plan of action. This plan of 
action will continue until the District and the Association agree it is no longer necessary. No 
portion of this process shall be used against the teacher in any disciplinary action or procedure. 
21. AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR: 
The District agrees that Automated External Defibrillator (AED) personnel acting within 
the scope of their duties and assignment are covered by the District Liability Insurance to the 
same extent that all are covered. 
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ARTICLE XIII
 
Tenns of Agreement
 
1. The Board of Education and the Association agree that this Agreement was reached 
pursuant to Article 14 of the Civil Service Law and that all negotiable items proposed by either 
party have been discussed during the negotiations leading to this Agreement. 
2. This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete agreement between both parties and 
may be altered, changed, added to, deleted from, or modified only through the voluntary, mutual 
consent of the parties in a written and signed Amendment to this Agreement. 
3. This Agreement and all provisions herein are subject to all applicable laws. In the event 
any provisions of this Agreement is held to violate such laws, said provision shall not bind either 
of the parties but the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect as if the 
invalid provision had not been a part of this Agreement. 
4. IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTAnON BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
5. This Agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 2006 and shall continue in effect through 
June 30, 2010. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and seals this 28th day of 
September, 2006. 
FOR THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE DISTRICT 
~~-
Pre' t Superintendent of Schools
 
Association of Poland Teachers Poland Central School District
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APPENDIX A 
PART-TIME TEACHERS 
a.	 Part-time teachers working over 50% shall have the same health insurance 
benefits due full-time teachers. 
b.	 Elementary: 
Teachers hired for 18.5 contact hours per week will be considered half-time 
teachers. 
c.	 Secondary: 
Teachers hired for teaching and/or supervisory responsibilities at the secondary 
level shall be classified for pay purposes at the following rate: 
50% - Three (3) class periods of teaching plus one (1) supervisory period in a 
traditional schedule or two (2) blocks in a semester block schedule. 
d.	 Full-time substitute teachers must work at least five (5) full months to qualify for 
health insurance benefits. 
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Appendix B
 
Coaching Salary Schedule
 
2006-2010 
2006-2007 2007·2008 2008-2009 2009·2010 
ACTIVITY 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
Varsity Soccer 3,091 3,399 3,739 3,985 3,222 3,222 3,543 4,155 3,359 3,359 3,694 4,331 3,502 3,502 3,851 4,516 
JV Soccer 1,932 2,127 2,339 2,642 2,014 2,014 2,217 2,754 2,099 2,099 2,311 2,871 2,189 2,189 2,410 2,993 
Modified Soccer 1,544 1,697 1,866 2,188 1,610 1,610 1,769 2,281 1,678 1,678 1,845 2,378 1,749 1,749 1,923 2,479 
Varsity Basketball 3,861 4,245 4,671 4,880 4,026 4,026 4,425 5,087 4,197 4,197 4,614 5,304 4,375 4,375 4,810 5,529 
JV Basketball 2,702 2,973 3,270 3,535 2,817 2,817 3,100 3,685 2,937 2,937 3,231 3,842 3,062 3,062 3,369 4,005 
Modified Basketball 1,932 2,127 2,339 2,642 2,014 2,014 2,217 2,754 2,099 2,099 2,311 2,871 2,189 2,189 2,410 2,993 
Varsity Softball/Baseball 2,702 2,973 3,270 3,535 2,817 2,817 3,100 3,685 2,937 2,937 3,231 3,842 3,062 3,062 3,369 4,005 
JV Softball/Baseball 1,784 1,962 2,158 2,468 1,860 1,860 2,045 2,572 1,939 1,939 2,132 2,682 2,021 2,021 2,223 2,796 
Modified Softball/Baseball 1,350 1,486 1,636 1,967 1,407 1,407 1,549 2,051 1,467 1,467 1,615 2,138 1,530 1,530 1,683 2,229 
Golf 2,317 2,549 2,805 3,089 2,416 2,416 2,657 3,220 2,519 2,519 2,770 3,357 2,626 2,626 2,888 3,500 
Bowling 1,158 1,275 1,401 1,741 1,207 1,207 1,329 1,815 1,259 1,259 1,386 1,892 1,312 1,312 1,445 1,973 
Saturday Basketball 2,317 2,549 2,805 3,089 2,416 2,416 2,657 3,220 2,519 2,519 2,770 3,357 2,626 2,626 2,888 3,500 
Tennis 2,317 2,549 2,805 3,089 2,416 2,416 2,657 3,220 2,519 2,519 2,770 3,357 2,626 2,626 2,888 3,500 
Varsity Cheerleading 2,317 2,549 2,805 3,089 2,416 2,416 2,657 3,220 2,519 2,519 2,770 3,357 2,626 2,626 2,888 3,500 
JV Cheerleading 1,506 1,657 1,823 2,147 1,570 1,570 1,727 2,238 1,637 1,637 1,800 2,333 1,707 1,707 1,877 2,432 
Minor Sports 338 425 467 844 352 352 443 880 367 367 462 918 383 383 482 957 
Cross Country 2,317 2,549 2,805 3,089 2,416 2,416 2,657 3,220 2,519 2,519 2,770 3,357 2,626 2,626 2,888 3,500 
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Appenidx C 
Poland Central School 
2006-2007 Salary Schedule 
Including EIT 
Step A B C 0 E F G H I J K 
1 31714 32134 32554 32974 33394 33814 34234 34654 35074 35494 35914 
2 33062 33462 33862 34262 34662 35062 35462 35862 36262 36662 37062 
3 34460 34902 35302 35702 36102 36502 36902 37302 37702 38102 38502 
4 35940 36362 36762 37162 37562 37962 38362 38762 39162 39562 39962 
5 37440 37842 38242 38642 39042 39442 39842 40242 40642 41042 41442 
6 38960 39342 39742 40142 40542 40942 41342 41742 42142 42542 42942 
7 40500 40862 41262 41662 42062 42462 42862 43262 43662 44062 44462 
8 42060 42402 42802 43202 43602 44002 44402 44802 45202 45602 46002 
9 43640 43962 44362 44762 45162 45562 45962 46362 46762 47162 47562 
10 45240 45542 45942 46342 46742 47142 47542 47942 48342 48742 49142 
11 46860 47142 47542 47942 48342 48742 49142 49542 49942 50342 50742 
12 48500 48762 49162 49562 49962 50362 50762 51162 51562 51962 52362 
13 50160 50402 50802 51202 51602 52002 52402 52802 53202 53602 54002 
14 51840 52062 52462 52862 53262 53662 54062 54462 54862 55262 55662 
15 53540 53742 54142 54542 54942 55342 55742 56142 56542 56942 57342 
16 55260 55442 55842 56242 56642 57042 57442 57842 58242 58642 59042 
17 57000 57162 57562 57962 58362 58762 59162 59562 59962 60362 60762 
18 58760 58902 59302 59702 60102 60502 60902 61302 61702 62102 62502 
19 60540 60662 61062 61462 61862 62262 62662 63062 63462 63862 64262 
20 62340 62442 62842 63242 63642 64042 64442 64842 65242 65642 66042 
21 64160 64242 64642 65042 65442 65842 66242 66642 67042 67442 67842 
22 66000 66062 66462 66862 67262 67662 68062 68462 68862 69262 69662 
23 67860 67902 68302 68702 69102 69502 69902 70302 70702 71102 71502 
24 69740 69762 70162 70562 70962 71362 71762 72162 72562 72962 73362 
25 71640 71642 72042 72442 72842 73242 73642 74042 74442 74842 75242 
26 73560 73542 73942 74342 74742 75142 75542 75942 76342 76742 77142 
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Appendix D 
Poland Central School 
2007-2008 Salary Schedule 
Including EIT 
Step A B C 0 E F G H I J K 
1 31750 32170 32590 33010 33430 33850 34270 34690 35110 35530 35950 
2 33062 33482 33902 34322 34742 35162 35582 36002 36422 36842 37262 
3 34460 34880 35300 35720 36140 36560 36980 37400 37820 38240 38660 
4 35956 36376 36796 37216 37636 38056 38476 38896 39316 39736 40156 
5 37472 37892 38312 38732 39152 39572 39992 40412 40832 41252 41672 
6 39010 39430 39850 40270 40690 41110 41530 41950 42370 42790 43210 
7 40570 40990 41410 41830 42250 42670 43090 43510 43930 44350 44770 
8 42152 42572 42992 43412 43832 44252 44672 45092 45512 45932 46352 
9 43756 44176 44596 45016 45436 45856 46276 46696 47116 47536 47956 
10 45382 45802 46222 46642 47062 47482 47902 48322 48742 49162 49582 
11 47030 47450 47870 48290 48710 49130 49550 49970 50390 50810 51230 
12 
I 
48700 49120 49540 49960 50380 50800 51220 51640 52060 52480 52900 
13 50392 50812 51232 51652 52072 52492 52912 53332 53752 54172 54592 
14 52106 52526 52946 53366 53786 54206 54626 55046 55466 55886 56306 
15 53842 54262 54682 55102 55522 55942 56362 56782 57202 57622 58042 
16 55600 56020 56440 56860 57280 57700 58120 58540 58960 59380 59800 
17 57380 57800 58220 58640 59060 59480 59900 60320 60740 61160 61580 
18 59182 59602 60022 60442 60862 61282 61702 62122 62542 62962 63382 
19 61006 61426 61846 62266 62686 63106 63526 63946 64366 64786 65206 
20 62852 63272 63692 64112 64532 64952 65372 65792 66212 66632 67052 
21 64720 65140 65560 65980 66400 66820 67240 67660 68080 68500 68920 
22 66610 67030 67450 67870 68290 68710 69130 69550 69970 70390 70810 
23 68522 68942 69362 69782 70202 70622 71042 71462 71882 72302 72722 
24 70456 70876 71296 71716 72136 72556 72976 73396 73816 74236 74656 
25 72412 72832 73252 73672 74092 74512 74932 75352 75772 76192 76612 
26 74390 74810 75230 75650 76070 76490 76910 77330 77750 78170 78590 
27 76390 76810 77230 77650 78070 78490 78910 79330 79750 80170 80590 
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Appendix E 
Poland Central School 
2008-2009 Salary Schedule 
Including Ell 
Step A B C D E F G H J J K 
1 31850 32280 32710 33140 33570 34000 34430 34860 35290 35720 36150 
2 33062 33492 33922 34352 34782 35212 35642 36072 36502 36932 37362 
3 34480 34910 35340 35770 36200 36630 37060 37490 37920 38350 38780 
4 35968 36398 36828 37258 37688 38118 38548 38978 39408 39838 40268 
5 37538 37968 38398 38828 39258 39688 40118 40548 40978 41408 41838 
6 39108 39538 39968 40398 40828 41258 41688 42118 42548 42978 43408 
7 40678 41108 41538 41968 42398 42828 43258 43688 44118 44548 44978 
8 42314 42744 43174 43604 44034 44464 44894 45324 45754 46184 46614 
9 43972 44402 44832 45262 45692 46122 46552 46982 47412 47842 48272 
10 45652 46082 46512 46942 47372 47802 48232 48662 49092 49522 49952 
11 47354 47784 48214 48644 49074 49504 49934 50364 50794 51224 51654 
12 49078 49508 49938 50368 50798 51228 51658 52088 52518 52948 53378 
13 50824 51254 51684 52114 52544 52974 53404 53834 54264 54694 55124 
14 52592 53022 53452 53882 54312 54742 55172 55602 56032 56462 56892 
15 54382 54812 55242 55672 56102 56532 56962 57392 57822 58252 58682 
16 56194 56624 57054 57484 57914 58344 58774 59204 59634 60064 60494 
17 58028 58458 58888 59318 59748 60178 60608 61038 61468 61898 62328 
18 59884 60314 60744 61174 61604 62034 62464 62894 63324 63754 64184 
19 61762 62192 62622 63052 63482 63912 64342 64772 65202 65632 66062 
20 63662 64092 64522 64952 65382 65812 66242 66672 67102 67532 67962 
21 65584 66014 66444 66874 67304 67734 68164 68594 69024 69454 69884 
22 67528 67958 68388 68818 69248 69678 70108 70538 70968 71398 71828 
23 69494 69924 70354 70784 71214 71644 72074 72504 72934 73364 73794 
24 71482 71912 72342 72772 73202 73632 74062 74492 74922 75352 75782 
25 73492 73922 74352 74782 75212 75642 76072 76502 76932 77362 77792 
26 75524 75954 76384 76814 77244 77674 78104 78534 78964 79394 79824 
27 77578 78008 78438 78868 79298 79728 80158 80588 81018 81448 81878 
28 79654 80084 80514 80944 81374 81804 82234 82664 83094 83524 83954 
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Appendix F 
Poland Central School 
2009-2010 Salary Schedule 
Including EIT 
Step A B C 0 E F G H I J K 
1 32400 32840 33280 33720 34160 34600 35040 35480 35920 36360 36800 
2 33203 33643 34083 34523 34963 35403 35843 36283 36723 37163 37603 
3 34480 34920 35360 35800 36240 36680 37120 37560 38000 38440 38880 
4 35968 36408 36848 37288 37728 38168 38608 39048 39488 39928 40368 
5 37538 37978 38418 38858 39298 39738 40178 40618 41058 41498 41938 
6 39125 39565 40005 40445 40885 41325 41765 42205 42645 43085 43525 
7 40755 41195 41635 42075 42515 42955 43395 43835 44275 44715 45155 
8 42433 42873 43313 43753 44193 44633 45073 45513 45953 46393 46833 
9 44135 44575 45015 45455 45895 46335 46775 47215 47655 48095 48535 
10 45861 46301 46741 47181 47621 48061 48501 48941 49381 49821 50261 
11 47611 48051 48491 48931 49371 49811 50251 50691 51131 51571 52011 
12 49385 49825 50265 50705 51145 51585 52025 52465 52905 53345 53785 
13 51183 51623 52063 52503 52943 53383 53823 54263 54703 55143 55583 
14 53005 53445 53885 54325 54765 55205 55645 56085 56525 56965 57405 
15 54851 55291 55731 56171 56611 57051 57491 57931 58371 58811 59251 
16 56721 57161 57601 58041 58481 58921 59361 59801 60241 60681 61121 
17 58615 59055 59495 59935 60375 60815 61255 61695 62135 62575 63015 
18 60533 60973 61413 61853 62293 62733 63173 63613 64053 64493 64933 
19 62475 62915 63355 63795 64235 64675 65115 65555 65995 66435 66875 
20 64441 64881 65321 65761 66201 66641 67081 67521 67961 68401 68841 
21 66431 66871 67311 67751 68191 68631 69071 69511 69951 70391 70831 
22 68445 68885 69325 69765 70205 70645 71085 71525 71965 72405 72845 
23 70483 70923 71363 71803 72243 72683 73123 73563 74003 74443 74883 
24 72545 72985 73425 73865 74305 74745 75185 75625 76065 76505 76945 
25 74631 75071 75511 75951 76391 76831 77271 77711 78151 78591 79031 
26 76741 77181 77621 78061 78501 78941 79381 79821 80261 80701 81141 
27 78875 79315 79755 80195 80635 81075 81515 81955 82395 82835 83275 
28 81033 81473 81913 82353 82793 83233 83673 84113 84553 84993 85433 
29 83215 83655 84095 84535 84975 85415 85855 86295 86735 87175 87615 
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Appendix G
 
TEACHER ASISSTANT
 
SALARY SCHEDULE INCLUDING EIT
 
2006-2010 
STEP 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 
1 13,200 13,500 13,800 14,100 
2 13,600 13,761 14,094 14,387 
3 14,000 14,177 14,346 14,672 
4 14,397 14,593 14,779 14,956 
5 14,967 15,009 15,214 15,408 
6 15,537 15,603 15,647 15,860 
7 16,250 16,197 16,267 16,312 
8 16,964 16,941 16,886 16,951 
9 17,690 17,685 17,662 17,603 
10 18,416 18,442 18,437 18,412 
11 19,140 19,198 19,226 19,220 
12 19,866 19,950 20,014 20,042 
13 20,603 20,711 20,802 20,864 
14 21,345 21,479 21,591 21,686 
15 22,087 22,253 22,392 22,508 
16 22,825 23,025 23,198 23,344 
17 23,572 23,799 24,004 24,184 
18 24,574 24,810 25,024 
19 25,619 25,864 
20 26,707 
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Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
tlHSSHOOM ~8SEHVHllO" IEPDHT
 
STAFF MEMBER'S NAME _ DATE _ 
EVALUATOR'S NAME _ 
__SUBJECT AREA _ GRADE LEVEL _ 
Explanation ofRatings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staffmember only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. COLUMN KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staffmember's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. COLUMN KEY = U 
NOT APPLICABLE Demonstration of this category was not suitable and/or necessary for the 
lesson or activity being observed. COLUMN KEY = NA 
- Classroom Observation Guidelines 
1.	 All classroom observation shall be conducted openly and with the full knowledge ofthe staff person 
being observed. 
2. Following each classroom observation. a conference between the teacher and the supervisor doing the evaluation 
will be held to discuss the report before it is signed by either party. 
3.	 The staff person's signature indicates receipt ofthe report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
content or its validity. 
4. The staffperson may attach a written comment to the report before returning the signed report to the supervisor. 
5. Signed copies ofthe report and attached memo will be given to the staffperson. the supervisor and the 
Superintendent ofSchools. 
6. If the observation indicates needs improvement or unsatisfactory categories, the evaluator shall specifically 
and clearly indicate the areas ofweakness and provide specific suggestions for improvement. 
.- c<&t It~<-~.O updated January 2001	 Poland Central School's Classroom Observation Report - page 1 
SAS NI U NAStaff Member's Preparation Comments 
Preparation for class 
shows evidence of careful 
planning. 
Staff Member's Teaching Skill AS S NI U NA Comments 
Introduction of Lesson 
is comprehensive. Students 
know exactly what to expect 
Development of Lesson 
one activity builds progressively 
on another. Lesson fonns a 
coherent whole. 
Class Discussion & Questions 
Discussions are stimulating. 
Questions are challenging and 
demand sound thinking 
Use of Teaching Aids 
A variety of high quality aids 
are used in the classroom. 
Summary of Lessons 
Summary is comprehensive. 
Assignment Following Lesson 
Assignment is stimulating 
and imaginative. 
CommentsAS NI NAStaff Member's Knowledge S U 
Knowledge of Subject matter 
Excellent mastery and knowledge 
of subject is demonstrated. 
C~ Jt!ri5+!ri5.[J updated January 2001 Poland Central School's Classroom Observation Report - page 2 
StatTMember's
 
AS S NA CommentsClassroom Management NI U 
Organization

I Efficiently and effectively organized.
 
1 
.. 
Discipline
 
No discipline problems.
 I. Students are orderly and attentive. 
1Handling of Problems 
Problems are handled quickly 
.t. and effectively. 
IUse of Class Time 
. - Efficient and effective use of 
class time is demonstrated. 
I 
I Provision for Individual
 
Differences
 
.. Obvious provisons are made.
 
1 
Staff Member's Motivation AS S NI U NA Comments 
1Creation of Student Interest 
1high Stimulates thinking and maintains interest 
.. ­
Staff Member's Deportment AS NA CommentsS NI U 
1Poise and Self Confidence
 Staff member demonstrates poise and
 
self controLis not easily upset 
1 
Staff Member's Oratory AS S U NA 
J
Comments 
.1 Voice and Speech 
Voice is pleasant and easily heard. 
Speech is eloquent and dynamic. 
NI 
C4l 1t~<.~.C1 updated January 2001 Poland Central School's Classroom Observation Repon - page 3 
Staff Member's
 
Student Relationship AS S N1 U NA Comments 
Rapport 
Excellent rapport. 
Atmosphere of mutual respect. 
Interest and 
Participation 
Active, enthusiatic 
and spontaneous. 
Student Work 
Evidence of 
High Quality 
Expectations and Work. 
Staff Member's
 
AS Comments 
Physical Classroom 
Environment 
Stimulating atmosphere, conducive to 
learning. Well organized and relevant 
bulletin boards. 
Classroom S NI U NA 
Staff Member's Overall Performance 
comments 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY 
SATISFACTORY 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 
UNSATISFACfORY 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date
--------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date
--------
Cd!) Jt!!P+!!P-O updated January 2001 Poland Central School's Classroom Observation Report - page 4 
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Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
Teacher Assistant - Classroom Observation Report 
STAFF MEMBER'S NAME, _ DATE _
 
EVALUATOR'S NAME _
 
SUBJECT AREA _ GRADE LEVEL _
 
Explanation of Ratings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staffmember only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. COLUMN KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staffmember's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. COLUMN KEY = U 
NOT APPLICABLE Demonstration of this category was not suitable and/or necessary for the 
lesson or activity being observed. COLUMN KEY = NA 
Classroom Observation Guidelines 
1.	 All classroom observation shall be conducted openly and with the full knowledge of the staff person 
being observed. 
2.	 Following each classroom observation. a conference between the teacher and the supervisor doing the evaluation 
will be held to discuss the report before it is signed by either party. 
3.	 The staffperson's signature indicates receipt of the report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
content or its validity. 
4. The staff person may attach a written comment to the report before returning the signed report to the supervisor. 
5.	 Signed copies ofthe report and attached memo will be given to the staff person, the supervisor and the 
Superintendent of Schools. 
6. If the observation indicates needs improvement or unsatisfactory categories, the evaluator shall specifically 
and clearly indicate the areas ofweakness and provide specific suggestions for improvement. 
Poland Central School's Classroom Teacher Assistant Classroom Observation Report - page 1 
Assistant's Preparation AS S NI U NA Comments 
Preparation Prior to Class 
Shows evidence of competent 
interpretation and understanding of 
teacher directed activities 
Assistant's Professional Skill AS S NI U NA Comments 
Knowledge ofSubject Matter 
Competent knowledge of lesson's 
subject matter is demonstrated 
Introduction ofActivities 
Effectively reinforces the classroom 
teacher's objectives and expecta­
tions 
/ 
I 
I 
l 
Communication ofTasks 
Demonstrates a clear ability to 
communicate teacher's instructions/ 
directions to students 
I 
I 
Class Discussion & Questions 
Effectively facilitates discussion of 
questions provided by teacher 
I 
I 
Student Use of Teaching Aids 
Student's use of teaching aids is 
properly guided and monitored 
J 
I 
Activities Following Lesson 
Adequate support is given to 
students so they can work on 
activities, tasks and assignments 
1 
I 
Follow Through with Tasks 
Demonstrates a clear ability to follow 
through with tasks given by the 
teacher 
, 
Poland Central School's Classroom Teacher Assistant Classroom Observation Report - page_, 
Relationship with 
Classroom Teacher AS S NI' U NA Comments 
Rapport 
Demonstrates a positive and professional 
rapport with classroom teacher 
Communication with Teacher 
Cooperation and cOImmmication with 
teacher effectively supports students 
Classroom Management AS S NI U NA Comments 
Use of Class Time 
Efficient and effective use of 
class time is demonstrated 
Classroom Control 
Keeps students focused on tasks 
and monitors their progress 
Discipline 
No discipline problems are evident 
Students are orderly and attentive 
Handling of Problems 
Problems are handled quickly and 
effectively in accordance to standards 
set by the classroom teacher 
Ablltity to Work with Students 
Effectively works with students and 
demonstrates adjustments to the 
special needs of individual students 
Poland Central School's Classroom Teacher Assistant Classroom Observation Report - page 3 
NI CommentsStaff Member's Deportment AS S U NA 
Poise and SelfConfidence 
Staffmember demonstrates poise and 
self control...is not easily upset 
AS SStaff Member's Oratory NI NA CommentsU 
Voice and Speech 
Voice is pleasant and easily heard. 
Speech is eloquent and dynamic 
Staff Member's Overall Performance 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY 
SATISFACTORY 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 
UNSATISFACTORY 
comments 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date 
--------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date 
--------­
Poland Central School's Classroom Teacher Assistant Classroom Observation Report - page ..... 
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Knowledge of 
Curriculum 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
RatlOg 
Knowlege of
 
Course Objectives
 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
RatlOg 
Subject Matter
 
Presentation
 
Self 0
[Eva~uation 
RatlOg 
Planning and 
Preparation 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
RatlOg 
Organization 
Self 0
Eva~uation 
RatlOg 
Selection of
 
Materials
 
Self 0

IEva.Iuation 
RatlOg 
Assignment of Appropriate 
_d Meaningful Work 
SelfEv&!uation0 
RatlOg 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
-1 
.1
 
.,
 
) 
· j 
",I 
· ~ 
....., 
·J 
~l
 
-, 
"J 
I 
I 
.J 
-, 
· J 
1 
· j 
"'l 
· 1 
· ) 
C~ 1t~+~.[J updated January 2001 Tucher Self Evaluation Rqlort - JllI8C 2 _.., 
· j 
i 
Evaluation of Comments: 
Learning 
Self 0Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Use of Supplementary Comments: 
Materials 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
RatIng 
Classroom Control Comments: 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
RatIng 
Development of Comments: 
Positive Attitude 
Self 0Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Development of Student Comments: 
Interest and Participation 
Self 0Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Open Communication Comments: 
between Student and Staff 
Self 0Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Acceptance and Respect Comments: 
for Each Other 
Self 0
Eva,Iuation 
Ratmg 
C4:! 1l~+~.[J updated January 2001 TeMller Self EvaluatiOll Report • page 3 
Availability for 
Student Help 
Self 0Eva!uation 
iRatIng 
Condition and 
Appearance of Classroom 
Self 0Eva.Iuation 
iRatmg 
Promptness and 
Reliability 
Self 0!Ev~uation 
Ratmg 
Vitality and 
Enthusiasm 
Self 0IEva.Iuation 
liRatmg 
Leadership and 
Initiative0Self!Eva!uation 
liRatmg 
Non - classroom 
Supervision0SelfIEva.Iuation 
liRatmg 
Cooperation with 
Staff 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
SelfIEva.Iuation 0 
lRatmg 
C</l!) Jt~+~.[] updated January 2001 Tuc:her Self Evaluatioo Report • page 4 
Willingness to accept Comments: 
Criticism and Suggestions 
Self 0Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Self - awareness and
 
Self - Improvement
 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Positive Attitude toward~ 
Teaching and pes 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Professional
 
Growth
 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Overall
 
Performance
 
Self 0
Eva!uation 
RatIng 
Self 0
Eva!uation 
RatIng 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
0 Comments: Self 
Eva!uation 
RatIng 
C~ _!!i5000!!i5_0 updated January 2001 Teamer Self Evaluation Report - page S 
Narrative SelfEvaluation 
Accomplishments of the last year: 
Strengths: 
Areas for Improvement: 
Support needed: 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date
------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date
------­
Teacher Self Evaluatioo Rcpon • page 6 _ 
APPENDIXK
 
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION REPORT
 
TEACHER
 
Page - 37 

Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~UMMHTIVE (VHlUHTlOn IEPOHT 
Teacher 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME _ DATE _ 
EVALUATOR'S NAME _ 
SUBJECT AREA _ GRADE LEVEL _ 
Explanation ofRatings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. COLUMN KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staffmembers perfonnance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. COLUMN KEY = U 
Summative Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 A conference between the teacher and the supervisor doing the evaluation will be held to discuss the report 
before it is signed by either party. 
2.	 The staff person's signature indicates receipt ofthe report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
content or its validity. 
3. The staff person may attach a written comment to the report before returning the signed report to the supervisor. 
4. Signed copies ofthe report and attached memo will be given to the staff person, the supervisor and the 
Superintendent ofSchools. 
5. If the report indicates needs improvement or unsatisfactory categories, the evaluator shall specifically 
and clearly indicate the areas ofweakness and provide specific suggestions for improvement. 
C~ !t!!P+i!3.[J updated January 2001	 Tadler Summatiw Evalll8bOll R.epon - p8(!e I 
NIAS S UTeacbing Skills 
1.	 Knowledge ofCurriculum 
2.	 Knowledge ofCourse Objectives 
3. Subject Matter Presentation 
4.	 Planning and Preparation 
5.	 Organization 
6.	 Selection ofMaterials 
7.	 Assignment ofAppropriate and Meaningful Work 
8.	 Evaluation oflearning
 
(Effective use of assignments, projects, quizzes. tests and exams)
 
9.	 Use ofSupplementary Materials
 
(Chalkboards, films, overhead, computers, ctc.)
 
Student Management AS S NI U 
1. Classroom Control 
2. Development ofPositive Attitude 
3. Development of Student Interest and ParticiDation 
4. Onen Communication between Student and Staff 
5. Acceptance and Respect for Each Other 
6. Availability for Student Help 
Personal and Professional Responsibilities AS S NI U 
1. Condition and Appearance ofClassroom 
2. Promptness and Reliability 
3. Vitality and Enthusiasm 
4. Leadership and Initiative 
5. Non-classroom Supervision 
6. Cooperation with Staff 
7. Willingness to accept 
Constructive Criticism and Suggestions 
8. Self-awareness and 
Self-Improvement 
9. Positive Attitude towards Teaching and 
Poland Central School 
10. Professional Growth 
(Committee and Curriculwn Work, In-service, Workshop 
Conferences and other activities that enhance professionalism) 
AS S NI u 
II 
Teacher Summativc EvaluauOD Report • page 2 
OveraU Performance 
Narrative Evaluation 
Commendable Points 
Improvable Points with Suggestions
 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date
-------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date
-------­
C4) 11)~<O>~.D updated January 2001 Tadler Smnmauve EvaluauOIl Report • page 3 
'Feaching Skills: 
Includes the following: Knowledge of Curriculum, Knowledge of Course Objectives, 
Subject Matter Presentation, Planning and Preparation, Organization, Selection of 
Materials, Assignment ofAppropriate and Meaningful Work, Evaluation of Learning, and 
Use of Supplementary Materials. 
RATING: 
Student Management: 
Includes the following: Classroom Control, Development of Positive Attitude, 
Development of Student Interest and Participation, Open Communication Between 
Students and Staff, Acceptance and Respect for Each Other, and AvaiJability for 
Student Help. 
RATING: 
Personal and Professional Responsibilities: 
Includes the following: Condition and Appearance of Classroom, Promptness and 
Reliability, Vitality and Enthusiasm, Leadership and Initiative, Non-Classroom 
Supervision, Cooperation With Staff, Willingness to Accept Constructive Criticism and 
Suggestions, Self-Awareness and Self-Improvement, Positive Attitude towards 
Teaching and Poland Central School, and Professional Growth. 
RA1"ING: 
Overall Performance: 
RATING: 
APPENDIXL
 
SELF-EVALUATION REPORT
 
LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST
 
Page - 38 

Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~ELF (YH1UHIIOn IEPOHT 
Library Media Specialist 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE 
-----­
.- Explanation ofRatings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staffmember's performance of the goals, requirements and duties penaining 
to the category is unacceptable. KEY = U 
Self Evaluation Guidelines 
I.	 At least 15 working days prior to a conference, the evaluator doing a Summative evaluation will provide 
the staffmember with a Self Evaluation Report form. 
2. The staff person shall complete pages 2 to 5 using the rating terms and keys above for each area. 
3. The staff person may add comments for any of the areas on pages 2 to 5. 
4. The staff person will complete page 6. 
5. The staff person will complete and return the report to the supervisor within 5 working days. 
6. Copies of the Self Evaluation Report will be included with the Evaluator's Summative Evaluation. 
7. The evaluator's signature indicates receipt of the report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with 
its content or its validity. 
Self Evaluation Report - page 1 
Knowledge of Comments: 
Curriculum 
Self 0IEva.luation 
Rating 
Knowlege of collection Comments: 
& informational service 
Self 0!Eva!uation 
Rating 
0 
Comments:Subject Matter 
Presentation 
Self!Eva!uation 
RatIng 
Planning and Comments: 
Preparation 
Self 0!Eva!uation 
Rating 
0 
Comments: 
Organization 
Self 
!Eva!uation 
Ratmg 
Selection of Comments: 
Materials 
Self 0Eva!uation 
RatIng 
Appropriate and meaningful Comments: 
orientation and instruction 
SelfEva!uation0 
Ratmg 
C4) _!']j+~.D updated January 2001 L.BlJRl' ITEllA SPECR.lST Self Evaluation Report • page 2 
Evaluation of Comments: 
Learning 
Self 0Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
Use of Supplementary Comments: 
Materials 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
Classroom Control Comments: 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
Development of Comments: 
Positive Attitude 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
Development of Student Comments: 
Interest and Participation 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Open Communication Comments: 
between Student and Staff 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
Acceptance and Respect Comments: 
for Each Other 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
C<$J "'~~~.D updated January 2001 Self Evaluation Report • page 3 
0 
Comments: 
Student Help 
Self 
Availability for 
IEva.luation 
!Ratmg 
0 Comments: Reliability Self Promptness and !Evaluation 
lRa.~ 
Vitality and Comments: 
Enthusiasm 
Self 0!Eva~uation 
IRatmg 
Cooperation with Comments: 
Staff 
SelfIEva.Iuation0 
lRatmg 
Willingness to accept Comments: 
Criticism and Suggestions 
Self 0IEva~uation 
IRatmg 
Leadership and Comments: 
Initiative 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Non - classroom Comments: 
Supervision 
Self 0IEv~uation 
!Ratmg 
04) Jt~+~.[J updated January 2001 IAIIIRl' nBlIl SPECIU5T Self Evaluatim Report - J:-ge 4 
Self - awareness and Comments: 
Self - Improvement 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg
 
Positive Attitude towards Comments:
 
Teaching and PCS 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
Professional Comments: 
Growth 
Self 0
Eva!uation 
Ratmg 
Management and Comments: 
Administration of the 
Librarv Media Center 
Self 0
Eva!uation
 
Ratmg
 
Public Relations Comments: 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Conducive Atmosphere Comments: 
Ratmg 
Overall 
Eva!uation 
& Physical Appearance 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Comments: 
Performance 
Self 0 
Ratmg 
C~ 1t~+[D.lJ updated January 2001 Self Ewluatioo Report • page S 
Narrative Self Evaluation 
Accomplishments of the last year: 
Strengths: 
Areas for Improvement: 
Support needed: 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date
------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date
------­
C~ 1t~~~.[J updated January 2001 LAlflARY rTBlIl 5PECR.I51 Self EwluatiOll Report - page 6 
APPENDIXM
 
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION REPORT
 
LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST
 
Page - 39 

Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~UMMHTlVE (VHlUHTlOn IEPODT 
Library Media Specialist 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE _ 
EVALUATOR'S NAME	 _ 
Explanation ofRatings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. COLUMN KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staffmember's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. COLUMN KEY = U 
Summative Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 A conference between the teacher and the supervisor doing the evaluation will be held to discuss the report 
before it is signed by either party. 
2.	 The staff person's signature indicates receipt of the report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
content or its validity. 
3. The staffperson may attach a written comment to the report before returning the signed report to the supervisor. 
4. Signed copies ofthe report and attached memo will be given to the staffperson, the supervisor and the 
Superintendent ofSchools. 
5. If the report indicates needs improvernart or unsatisfactory categories, the evaluator shall specifically 
and clearly indicate the areas ofweakness and provide specific suggestions for improvement. 
C<&!J !t§oOo§-O updated January 2001	 Summative Evaluation Report Library Media SpedaIU' - JlBge I 
Tea 
St 
ching Skills AS S NI U 
I. Knowledge ofCurriculum 
2. Knowledge ofcollection and information sources 
3. Subject Matter Presentation 
4. Planning and Preparation 
5. Organization 
6. Selection ofMaterials 
7. Appropriate and meaningful orientation and instruction 
in the use of informational and instructional technologies 
8. Evaluation ofleaming 
9. Use ofSupplementary Materials 
(Chalkboards. fllms. overhead. computers. etc.) 
Mudent anagement AS S NI U 
I. Classroom Control 
2. Development ofPositive Attitude 
3. DeveloDment of Student Interest and Participation 
4. ODen Communication between Student and Staff 
5. Acceptance and Respect for Each Other 
6. Availability for Student Help 
enonal and Professional Responsibilities AS S NI U 
I. Promptness and Reliability 
2. Vitality and Enthusiasm 
3. Leadership and Initiative 
4. Non-classroom Supervision 
5. Cooperation with Staff 
6. Willingness to accept 
Constructive Criticism and Suggestions 
7. Self-awareness and 
Self-Improvement 
8. Positive Attitude towards Teaching and 
Poland Central School 
9. Professional Growth 
(Committee and Curriculum Work, In-service. Workshop 
Conferences and other activities that enhance professionalism) 
P 
1t~+~.D updated January 2001 Summati~ EvaluatiOll Report Libra.., Me4ia Specialiat - page 2 
--------
AS S NI r
tanagemen 
1. Management and administration ofthe library media center 
( e. g. budget. circulation., interlibrary loan., videotaping, etc.) 
2. Public relations ( programs, displays, newsletter articles, etc . ) 
3. Serves as a personal resource/consultant for students and faculty 
4. Maintains an atmosphere conducive to learning and attends to the 
physical appearance ofthe library media center 
FaCITfI 1e5 1M 
Narrative Evaluation 
Commendable Points 
Improvable Points with Suggestions 
Overall Performance
 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date 
Evaluator's Signature _ Date
-------­
C~ !t§+§-O updated January 2001 Summative Evaluation Report Lib....,. Media SpcdaIb. • page 3 

APPENDIXN
 
SELF-EVALUATION REPORT
 
SCHOOL COUNSELOR
 
Page - 40 

Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~ElF (YHlUHTIOIIEPOHT 
School Counselor
 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE _ 
Explanation ofRatings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staffmember's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. KEY = U 
Self Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 At least 15 working days prior to a conference, the evaluator doing a Summative evaluation will provide 
the staffmember with a Self Evaluation Report form. 
2. The staffperson shall complete pages 2 to 8 using the rating terms and keys above for each area. 
3. The staffperson may add comments for any ofthe areas on pages 2 to 8. 
4. The staffperson will complete page 9. 
5. The staff person will complete and return the report to the supervisor within 5 working days. 
6. Copies of the SelfEvaluation Report will be included with the Evaluator's Summative Evaluation. 
7.	 The evaluator's signature indicates receipt ofthe report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with 
its content or its validity. 
January 2001	 Self E~luation Report 5cIIooI CounRJor • page 1 
Relates effectively 
witb otben0 Comments: Self
Eva!uation 
Ratmg 
Knowledge of evaluation 
iostruments & procedures 0 
Comments: 
Self 
Eva!uation 
Ratmg 
Is professionally 
etbical 
Comments: 
SelfEva!uation D 
Rating 
Organization Comments: 
SelfEvaluation 0 
Rating 
Scbeduling 
Comments: 
SelfEva!uation 0 
Rating 
Makes appropriate 
recommendations for 
student orol!raminll 0 
Comments: 
Self !Ev~uation 
Rating 
Knowledge of career 
opportunities 
& reauirements 0 
Comments: 
SelfEva~uation 
Ratmg 
Self Evaluation Report 5c'-' Cou-w - JlII8C 2 
Knowledge of coUege Comments: 
admission and 
procedures 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Exhibits sensitivity, Comments: 
empathy and acceptance 
Self 0
Eva,luation 
Ratmg 
Demonstrates sensitive & Comments: 
appropriate utilization of 
evaluation procedures 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Effectively presents Comments: 
evaluation results 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Bas a good rapport Comments: 
with students 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Develops open Comments: 
communication with 
students 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Acceptance and Respect Comments: 
for Each Other 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
January 2001 Self Evaluation Report Schoo' eo-.e.,. - page 3 
Functions effectively as 
resource consultant 
with students 
Comments: 
~~~uanon II IIRatIng 
Availability for 
Student Help 
Comments: 
=uanon II IIRatIng 
Development of interest and 
participation in counseling 0 
Comments: 
SelfEva~uation 
RatIng 
Is undentanding of 
parental concerns 0 
Comments: 
SelfEva~uation 
RatIng 
Is available to 
Parents0 
Comments: 
Self
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Attends to parental 
referrals0 
Comments: 
Self~va~uation 
~tIng 
Promotes communication 
between school & home 0 Comments: Self~va.luation 
!RatIng 
Self Evaluation Report SChoo' eo.....1or - page 4 
Follows through with Comments: 
Parents 
Self 0Eva.Iuation 
RatIng 
Is sensitive to role and Comments: 
problems of the teacher 
Self 0Eva.Iuation 
RatIng 
Cooperates fully with Comments: 
teachers 
Self 0Eva!uation 
RatIng 
Communicates Comments: 
easily and effectively 
with teachers 
Self 0Eva!uation 
RatIng 
Eva.Iuation 
RatIng 
Has good rapport Comments: 
with teachers 
Self 0Eva.Iuation 
RatIng 
Functions effectively as 
Eva.Iuation 
RatIng 
Is receptive to teachers Comments: 
comments and suggestions 
Self 0 
Comments:
resource consultant 
for teaeben 
Self 0 
January 2001 Self Evaluation Report 5c1too' CcNHtA..... - pege S 
Understands the role & 
concerns of administration 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Rating 
Communicates with 
Administrators 
Self 0Ev~uation 
Ratmg 
Cooperates witb 
administration regarding 
development of services 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Attends to, follows tbrough, 
and reports back on 
administrative referrals 
Self 0Evaluation
 
Rating
 
Functions effectively 
as resource consultant 
with administration 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Promptness and reliability 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Rating 
Vitality and enthusiasm 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
C~ .~+~.c 3/16/98 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Self Evaluatioo Report SChoo' Counulor • page 6 
Leadership and 
initiative0 
Comments: 
Self Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Non ·classroom 
supervision0 
Comments: 
Self Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Cooperation with 
all personnel 
Comments: 
i~~uation II 'IRatIng I 
Management and 
administration of 
2uidance office 
Comments: 
i~~uation II IIRatmg 
Maintains an atmosphere 
conducive to counseling & 
attends to care of office 
Comments: 
i~uation II IIRatmg 
WilJingnels to accept 
constructive criticism 0 
Comments: 
Self Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Positive attitude towards 
education, counseling & PeS0 Comments: Self Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
January 2001 Self Evaluation Report ~I eo-.e., . page 7 
Professional Growth 
Self 0IEvaluation 
Rating 
Public Relations 
Self 0IEva~uation 
Ratmg 
Establishes and follows 
through with goals 
Self 0
IEva.luation 
Ratmg 
Overall 
Performance 
Self 0[Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
0 
0
 
0
 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
C~ 1t~+~.[J 3/16/98 Self Evaluation Report 5c1NMt' eouue.... . page 8 
Narrative SelfEvaluation 
Accomplishments of the last year: 
Strengths: 
Areas for Improvement: 
Support needed: 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date 
------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date 
------­
January 2001 Self Evaluation Report SChoo' COu....., . JlIIlle 9 

APPENDIX 0
 
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION REPORT
 
SCHOOL COUNSELOR
 
Page - 41 

Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~UMMDTIYE (YDlUOTlO" IEPORT 
School Counselor
 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE _ 
EVALUATOR'S NAME	 _ 
Explanation of Ratings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. COLUMN KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staff member's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. COLUMN KEY = U 
Summative Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 A conference between the teacher and the supervisor doing the evaluation will be held to discuss the report 
before it is signed by either party. 
2.	 The staff person's signature indicates receipt of the report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
content or its validity. 
3. The staff person may attach a written comment to the report before returning the signed report to the supervisor. 
4. Signed copies of the report and attached memo will be given to the staff person, the supervisor and the 
Superintendent ofSchools. 
5. If the report indicates needs improvement or unsatisfactory categories, the evaluator shall specifically 
and clearly indicate the areas ofweakness and provide specific suggestions for improvement. 
C4] 1llI~-:·~.O revised January 2001	 Summalive Evaluation Report Schoo' CounHlor - page I 
P rofessional Skills AS S NI U 
1. Relates effectively with others 
2. Knowledge of evaluation instruments & procedures 
3. Is professionally ethical 
4. Organization 
5. Schedul ing 
6. Makes appropriate recommendations 
for student programing 
7. Knowledge of career opportunities and requirements 
8. Knowledge of college admission and aid proceedures 
9. Exhibits sensitivity, empathy, and acceptance 
necessary for establishing rapport 
]O. Demonstrates sensitive and appropriate 
utilization of evaluation procedures 
] ]. Effectively presents evaluation results 
to parents and staff 
°tb St dEn tsec Iveness WI u en 
]. Has a good rapport with students 
f 
2. Develops open communication with students 
3. Acceptance and Respect for each other 
4. Functions effectively as resource consultant 
5. Availability for student help 
6. Development of student interest and 
participation in counseling 
AS S NI u
 
Effectiveness witb Parents AS S NI u 
1. Is understanding ofparental concerns 
2. Is available to parents 
3. Attends to parental referrals 
4. Promotes free and easy communication 
between school and home 
5. Follows through with parents in reducing crises 
and! or responding to their needs for services 
C]@ lqI§·:·§_O revised January 2001 Swnmative Evaluation Report School CounHfor - page 2 
E 
Eft 'tb Adm' fo 
Personal and Professional Responsibilities AS S NI U 
1. Promptness and reliability 
2. Vitality and enthusiasm 
3. Leadership and initiative 
4. Non-classroom supervision of students 
5. Cooperation with all personnel 
6. Management and adminstration ofguidance office 
7.	 Maintains an atmosphere conducive to counseling and
 
attends to physical appearance of office
 
8.	 Willingness to accept constructive criticism
 
and suggestions
 
9.	 Positive Attitude towards education, counseling and
 
Poland Central School
 
10. Professional growth 
(Committee and Curriculum Work In-service, Workshops,
 
Conferences and other activities that enhance professionalism)
 
11. Public Relations (Programs, displays, newsletter articles, etc) 
12. Establishes and follows through with goals 
ffectiveness wltb eacbers SA S NI U 
1. Is sensitive to role and problems of the teacher 
2. Cooperates fully with teachers 
3. Communicates easily and effectively with teachers 
4. Is receptive to teacher's comments and suggestions 
5 Has good rapport with teachers 
6. Functions effectively as resource consultant 
AS S NI u
, tec Iveness WI lOIS ra I n 
1. Understands the role and concerns of administration 
f 
2. Communicates easily and effectively with administrators 
3. Cooperates with administration regarding 
development of services 
4. Attends to, follows through, and reports back 
on administrative referrals 
5. Functions effectively as resource consultant 
AS S NI u
 
C4J 11)2]·:·2].0 revised January 2001	 Sumrnallve Evaluation Report SChoo' Counsalo, - pa!,e 3 
Narrative Evaluation 
Commendable Points 
Improvable Points with Suggestions 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date 
-------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date 
-------­
C~ lIj)§·:·§-O revised January 2001 Summative Evaluation Report Schoo' Counselor - page 4 
APPENDIXP
 
SELF-EVALUATION REPORT
 
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
 
Page - 42 

Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~Elr lVnlllnTlUn IlPOHT 
School Psychologist 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE _ 
Explanation ofRatings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staff member's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. KEY = U 
Self Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 At least 15 working days prior to a conference, the evaluator doing a Summative evaluation will provide 
the staff member with a Self Evaluation Report form. 
2. The staff person shall complete pages 2 to 7 using the rating terms and keys above for each area. 
3. The staff person may add comments for any of the areas on pages 2 to 7. 
4. The staffperson will complete page 8. 
5. The staff person wilJ complete and return the report to the supervisor within 5 working days. 
6. Copies of the SelfEvaluation Report will be included with the Evaluator's Summative EvaluatioD. 
7.	 The evaluator's signature indicates receipt of the report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with 
its content or its validity. 
January 2001	 Self EvaluatIon Report School Psychologist· page I 
Comments:Relates effectively 
with others 
Self 
(Evaluation0Rating 
Knowledge of evaluation Comments: 
instruments & procedures 
Self 
IEvaluation0Rating 
Is professionaJly Comments: 
ethical 
Self 
IEvaluation0Rating 
Knowledge of behavior Comments: 
management techniques 
Self 
IEvaluation0Rating 
Comments:Organization 
Self 
(Evaluation0Rating 
Makes appropriate Comments: 
recommendations for 
student prol!ramiDl! 
Self 
IEvaluation 0Rating 
Exhibits sensitivity, empathy Comments: 
and acceptance for 
establishinl! rapport 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
CJ4J J1)!!O·:·~.D January 2001 Self Evaluation Report SChool Psychologist - pag.e 2 
Demonstrates sensitive & Comments: 
appropriate utilization of 
evaluation procedures 
Self 0
Eva.1uation 
Rating 
Effectively presents Comments: 
evaluation results 
Self 0
Evaluation 
Rating 
Has a good rapport Comments: 
with students 
Self 0
Eva.1uation 
Rating 
Develops open Comments: 
communication with 
students 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Rating 
~cceptance and Respect Comments: 
for Each Other 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Rating 
Functions effectively as Comments: 
resource consultant for 
students 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Rating 
Availability for Comments: 
student help 
Self 0
Eva.Iuation 
Ratmg 
January 2001 Self Evaluation Repon SChool Psychologist - page 3 
Self 0~valuation lRating 
Development of student 
interest & participation 
in counselim~ 
EvaluationSelf II II 
Rating 
Is understanding of 
parental concerns 
EvaluationSelf II II 
Rating 
Is available to
 
parents
 
EvaluationSelf II II 
Rating 
Attends to parental 
referrals 
Self 
Evaluation 0Rating 
Promotes communication 
between school & home 
Self 
Evaluation 0Rating 
Follows through with 
parents 
Self 
IEvaluation 0rRating 
Is sensitive to role and 
problems of the teacher 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
:Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Self Evaluation Report School Psychologist - page 4 
Cooperates fully with Comments: 
teachers 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Communicates Comments: 
easily and effectively 
with teachers 
SelfEvaluation 0 
Ratmg 
Is receptive to teachers Comments: 
comments and suggestions 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Bas good rapport Comments: 
with teachers 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Functions effectively as Comments: 
resource consultant 
for teachers 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Understands the role & Comments: 
concerns of administration 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg
 
Communicates with Comments:
 
Administrators 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
January 2001 Self Evaluation Report Schoo' Psychologist - page 5 
Cooperates with lComments: 
administration regarding 
development of services 
~~~uationll II 
RatIng 
Attends to, follows through, Comments: 
and reports back on 
administrative referrals 0Self 
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Functions effectively 
as resource consultant 
with administration 0 
Comments: 
Self
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Promptness and reliability 
0 
Comments: 
SelfEvaluation 
RatIng 
Vitality and enthusiasm 
0 
Comments: 
Self
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Leadership and 
initiative0 
Comments: 
Self Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Non -classroom Comments: 
supervision0Self
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
[]~ 11])!2]i':'!2]i-O January 2001 Self Evaluation Report Schoo' Psychologist . page 6 
Comments: 
all personnel 
Self 
Cooperation with0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Willingness to accept Comments: 
constructive criticism 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Self-awareness and Comments: 
self-improvement 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Positive attitude towards Comments: 
education, counseling & pes 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Comments:Professional Growth 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Overall Comments: 
Performance 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
January 2001 Self EvaluatIOn Report Schoo' psychofoslst . page 7 
Narrative Self Evaluation 
Accomplishments of the last year: 
Strengths: 
Areas for Improvement: 
Support needed: 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date 
-------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date 
-------­
C4) I1J)\!ii·:·~.D January 2001 Self Evaluation Report Scttoo, Psychologist - page 8 
APPENDIX Q
 
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION REPORT
 
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
 
Page - 43 

------
Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~UMMnTIVE (VHlUnTlOn ~EPOHT 
School Psychologist 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE 
EVALUATOR'S NAME	 _ 
Explanation of Ratings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. COLUMN KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staff member's perfonnance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. COLUMN KEY = U 
Summative Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 A conference between the teacher and the supervisor doing the evaluation will be held to discuss the report 
before it is signed by either party. 
2.	 The staff person's signature indicates receipt ofthe report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
content or its validity. 
3. The staff person may attach a written comment to the report before returning the signed report to the supervisor. 
4.	 Signed copies of the report and attached memo will be given to the staffperson, the supervisor and the 
Superintendent ofSchools. 
5. If the report indicates needs improvement or unsatisfactory categories, the evaluator shall specifically 
and clearly indicate the areas ofweakness and provide specific suggestions for improvement. 
Cd) JIlIe:;;·:·e:;;.o REVISED January 2001	 Summative Evaluation Report School Psychologi.l • page I 
NI IJASp rofessional Skills S 
1.	 Relates effectively with others 
2.	 Knowledge of evaluation instruments & procedures 
3.	 Is professionally ethical 
4. Knowledgeable ofbehavior management techniques 
5.	 Organization 
6.	 Makes appropriate recommendations
 
for student programing
 
7.	 Exhibits sensitivity, empathy, and acceptance
 
necessary for establismng rapport
 
8.	 Demonstrates sensitive and appropriate
 
utilization of evaluation procedures
 
9.	 Effectively presents evaluation results
 
to parents and staff
 
Effectiveness with Students	 AS S NI u 
Eft 
1. Has a good rapport with students 
2. Develops open communication with students 
3. Acceptance and Respect for each other 
4. Functions effectively as resource consultant 
5. Availability for Student Help 
6. Development of student interest and 
participation in counseling 
t"th P ec Iveness WI aren s 
1. Is understanding of parental concerns 
f 
2. Is available to parents 
3. Attends to parental referrals 
4. Promotes free and easy communication 
between school and home 
5. Follows through with parents in reducing crises 
and! or responding to their needs for services 
AS S NI u
 
04:' 11)~·:·~.D REVISED January 2001	 Sununative Evaluation Report &hool Psychologist - page 2 
AS S NIEffectiveness witb Teacbers U 
1.	 Is sensitive to role and problems of the teacher 
2.	 Cooperates fully with teachers 
3.	 Communicates easily and effectively with teachers 
4.	 Is receptive to teacher's comments and suggestions 
5.	 Has good rapport with teachers 
6. Functions effectively as resource consultant 
Effi "tb Adec lVeness WI mIDIS ra Ion 
1. Understands the role and concerns of administration 
f 
2. Communicates easily and effectively with administrators 
3. Cooperates with administration regarding 
develooment of services 
4. Attends to, follows through, and reports back 
on administrative referrals 
5. Functions effectively as resource consultant 
" "t	 f AS S NI 
Personal and Professional Responsibilities AS S NI U 
1.	 Promptness and Reliability 
2.	 Vitality and Enthusiasm 
3.	 Leadership and Initiative 
4.	 Non-classroom Supervision 
5.	 Cooperation with all personnel 
6.	 Willingness to accept
 
Constructive Criticism and Suggestions
 
7.	 Self-awareness and
 
Self-Improvement
 
8.	 Positive Attitude towards Education and
 
Poland Central School
 
9.	 Professional Growth 
(Committee and Curriculum Work, In-service, Workshop
 
Conferences and other activities that enhance professionalism)
 
AS S NI u
 
Overall Perfornance III	 III
 
Swnrnative Evaluation Report School Psychologist - page 3 
Narrative Evaluation 
Commendable Points 
Improvable Points with Suggestion~ 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date 
-------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date 
-------­
[J4J 11)~<·[p.O REVISED January 2001 Summalive Evaluation Report School Psychologist - page 4 
APPENDIXR
 
SELF-EVALUATION REPORT
 
TEACHER ASSISTANT
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Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~Elf (VHlUHIIOn ~EPOHT 
Teacher Assistant 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE _ 
Explanation of Ratings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staffmember completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staffmember's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. KEY = U 
Self Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 At least 15 working days prior to a conference, the evaluator doing a Summative evaluation will provide 
the staff member with a Self Evaluation Report form. 
2. The staff person shall complete pages 2 to 5 using the rating terms and keys above for each area. 
3. The staff person may add comments for any of the areas on pages 2 to 5. 
4. The staff person will complete page 6. 
5. The staff person will complete and return the report to the supervisor within 5 working days. 
6. Copies of the Self Evaluation Report will be included with the Evaluator's Summative Evaluation. 
7.	 The evaluator's signature indicates receipt of the report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with 
its content or its validity. 
updated	 January 2001 Self Evaluation Report Teacher Assistant - page 1 
Relates effectively 
with others 
Comments: 
Self II IEvaluation 
Rating 
Is professionaHy 
ethical 
Comments: 
Self II IIEvaluation 
Rating 
Organization Comments: 
Self II IIEvaluation 
Rating 
Exhibits sensitivity, 
empathy and acceptance 
Comments: 
Self II IIEvaluation 
Rating 
Ability to grasp 
instructions 
Comments: 
Self II IIEvaluation 
Rating 
Ability to foHow through 
with assigned tasks 0 Comments: Self 
Eva!uation 
Ratmg 
Flexibility in adapting 
to varied situations0 
Comments: 
Self
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
04 ~Q]·:·Q].O updated January 2001 Self Evaluation Report T.ach., Assistant - page 2 
Comments:Bas a good rapport 
with students 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Rating 
Develops open Comments: 
communication with
 
students
 
~~~iuation II II 
Rating 
Acceptance and Respect Comments: 
for Each Other 
Self 0Evaluation 
Rating 
Availability for Comments: 
student help 
~~uation IIRatmg II 
Development of interest and Comments: 
participation in school work 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
Is sensitive to role and Comments: 
problems of the teacher 
Self 0
Eva!uation 
Ratmg 
Cooperates fully with Comments: 
teachers 
Self 0
Eva.luation 
Ratmg 
updated January 2001 Self Evaluation Report r.acINr Assistant - page 3 
Communicates 
easily and effectively 
witb teachers 
Self 
IEvaluation 0!Rating 
Is receptive to teachers 
comments and suggestions 
Self 
Evaluation 0Rating 
Bas good rapport 
with teachers 
Self 0Eva~uation 
Ratmg 
Functions effectively as 
resource consultant 
for teachers 
Self 
IEvaluation 0!Rating 
Promptness and 
reliability 
Self 
IEvaluation 0!Rating 
Vitality and 
enthusiasm 
Self 
IEvaluation 0!Rating 
Leadership and 
initiative 
Self 
Evaluation 0Rating 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Odl ",§-:·§-O updated January 2001 Self Evaluation Report reacher Assistant - page 4 
Non -classroom 
supervision0 
Comments: 
Self
Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Comments: 
all personnel 
Cooperation with 
Self 0Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Consistency in completing Comments: 
assigned tasks 
Self 0Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Willingness to accept Comments: 
constructive criticism 
Self 0Evaluation 
Rating I 
Positive attitude towards 
0 
Comments: 
education and PCS 
Self Eva~uation 
RatIng 
Professional Growth Comments: 
Self 0Eva.luation 
RatIng 
Overall Comments: 
Performance 
Self 0Evaluation 
RatIng 
updated January 2001 Self Evaluation Report Teacher Ass/sbnt - page 5 
Narrative Self Evaluation 
Accomplishments of the last year: 
Strengths: 
Areas for Improvement: 
Support needed: 
StaffMember's Signature _ Date 
-------­
Evaluator's Signature _ Date 
-------­
C~ 11)!!P-:·!!P-O updated January 2001 Self Evaluation Report r••clNr Asslst.nt - page 6 
APPENDIX S
 
SlTMMATIVE EVALUATION REPORT
 
TEACHER ASSISTANT
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Poland Central School
 
Prepared Productive Proud 
~UMMnTlV[ (VHlUHTlOn ~[POHT 
Teacher Assistant 
STAFF MEMBERS NAME	 _ DATE _ 
EVALUATOR'S NAME	 _ 
Explanation ofRatings 
ABOVE SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category and in many instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = AS 
SATISFACTORY Staff member completely meets all goals, requirements and duties pertaining to 
the category and in some instances exceeds them. COLUMN KEY = S 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Staff member only partially meets goals, requirements and duties 
pertaining to the category. COLUMN KEY = NI 
UNSATISFACTORY Staff member's performance of the goals, requirements and duties pertaining 
to the category is unacceptable. COLUMN KEY = U 
Summative Evaluation Guidelines 
1.	 A conference between the teacher and the supervisor doing the evaluation will be held to discuss the report 
before it is signed by either party. 
2.	 The staff person's signature indicates receipt of the report, but does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
content or its validity. 
3. The staff person may attach a written comment to the report before returning the signed report to the supervisor. 
4.	 Signed copies ofthe report and attached memo will be given to the staff person, the supervisor and the 
Superintendent ofSchools. 
5. If the report indicates needs improvement or unsatisfactory categories, the evaluator shall specifically 
and clearly indicate the areas of weakness and provide specific suggestions for improvement. 
revised January 2001	 Summative Evaluallon Report T••cher Asslst.nt - page 1 
NIAS S Up rofessional Skills 
]. Relates effectively with others 
2. Is professionally ethical 
3. Organization 
4.	 Exhibits sensitivity, empathy, and acceptance
 
necessary for establishing rapport
 
5. Ability to grasp instructions 
6. Ability to follow through with assigned tasks 
7. Flexibility in adapting to varied situations 
Eft "tb St d 
Eft "tb'J b 
tec Iveness WI u en s 
1. Has a good rapport with students 
t" 
2. Develops open communication with students 
3. Acceptance and Respect for each other 
4. Availability for student help 
5. Development of student interest and 
participation in school work 
AS S NI u
 
ec Iveness WI eac ers 
1. Is sensitive to role and problems of the teacher 
f 
2. Cooperates fully with teachers 
3. Communicates easily and effectively with teachers 
4. Is receptive to teacher's comments and suggestions 
5. Has good rapport with teachers 
6. Functions effectively as resource consultant 
AS S NI u
 
04:1 IQle·:·!!D_O revised January 2001	 Sununallve Evaluation Report reacher Assistant - page 2 
Personal and Professional Responsibilities AS S NI U 
1. Promptness and reliability 
2. Vitality and enthusiasm 
3. Leadership and initiative 
4. Non-classroom supervision of students 
5. Cooperation with all personnel 
6. Consistency in completing assigned tasks 
7. Willingness to accept constructive criticism 
and suggestions 
9. Positive Attitude towards education and 
Poland Central School 
10. Professional growth 
(Committee and Curriculum Work, In-service, Workshops, 
Conferences and other actIvities that enhance professionalism) 
AS S NI u
 
III Overall Performance ~I 
Narrative Evaluation 
Areas of Strength 
revised January 2001 Sununallve Evaluation Report r••ehfl, Asslst.nt . page 3 
--------
Narrative Evaluation CONTINUED 
Areas of Weakness 
Recommendations for Improvement 
Staff Member's Signature _ Date 
Evaluator's Signature _ Date 
--------
Summative Evaluation Report Te.cher Asslst.nt . page 4 
APPENDIX T
 
TEACHER PERFORMANCE REVIEW
 
PORTFOLIIO
 
ELEMENTS
 
PROCEDURES
 
RECORD
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Poland Central School
 
Prepared - Productive - Proud
 
Teacher Performance Review
 
Professional Portfolio Procedure
 
By October 15 
staff member informs principal of intention to use professional portfolio 
meeting with principal
 
define process
 
current resume
 
goal(s) for the year
 
professional development plan
 
schedule December progress conference
 
By December 15 
progress conference with principal
 
schedule March progress conference
 
By March 15 
progress conference with principal
 
schedule final conference
 
By May 30 
staff member submits portfolio to principal 
By June 10 
final conference
 
summative evaluation
 
Poland Central School 
Prepared - Productive - Proud 
Teacher Performance Review 
Professional Portfolio Instrument 
Elements of a Portfolio 
- current resume 
- at least one goal for the year, including at least 3 objectives 
- professional development plan for the year 
- evidence of professional development 
- unit plan(s) 
- example(s) of student work 
- evidence of meeting with colleague(s) 
- written reflection 
Suggestions for Supportive Documentation: 
classroom observation 
student response journal 
log of professional reading 
surveys from parents, students, teachers 
newly designed planning or assessment tools 
student products that demonstrate uniqueness of your instruction 
special projects or other artifacts 
photographs that highlight your teaching or classroom 
video tapes 
summative teacher performance appraisals 
personal letters, notes 
philosophy of education 
certificates, awards, publications 
other 
Poland Central School
 
Prepared - Productive - Proud
 
Teacher Performance Review
 
Professional Portfolio Record
 
Teacher Principa1 _ 
Date that initial requirements met. (by October 15) 
Teacher Principal 
Date of first progress conference. (by December 15) 
Teacher Principal 
Date of second progress conference. (by March 15) 
Teacher Principal 
Portfolio submitted to principal. (by May 30) 
Teacher Principal 
Date of final conference. (by June 10) 
Including summative evaluation Teacher Principal 
Principal reaction to the portfolio. (continue on the back of the page as 
necessary. ) 
Overall Pertormanc~: --.-._ 
AS S NI u 

APPENDIXU
 
IN-SERVICE REQUEST FORM
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------------------
----------------------
-----
-----
IN-SERVICE REQUEST FORM
 
Article XII, 17. IN-SERVICE TRAINING: 
In order to enhance the professional training of the teaching staff. the District agrees to pay sixteen dollars ($16.00) 
for 2006-07, eighteen dollars ($18.00) for 2007-08, and twenty dollars ($20.00) for 2008-10 for each hour of approved in­
service training programs attended by members of the teaching staff which take place outside of the normal work day. 
Compensation will begin after the first five (5) hours of approved in-service attended by staff outside the work day within 
each year. The in-service training will include any provided by the District and/or in conjunction with other educational or 
professional institutions outside the District. 
The District will make known to staff through posting on bulletin boards and/or at faculty meetings at least five (5) 
programs of in-service that are being offered within the region during the school year and which the District believes might 
be of professional interest to staff. The District will attempt to provide notice of such courses sufficiently in advance of the 
offering to allow interested staff to apply. Nothing herein will prevent a teacher from also requesting approval for an in­
service program not posted or announced but known by and of interest to the teacher. 
AI1 in-service requests, for which hourly compensation is to be paid, must be made by the teacher, in writing. to the 
Superintendent of Schools. Approval or disapproval of the in-service request will also be in writing. An "In-Service Request 
Form" will be developed for this purpose. Upon completion of the in-service program, the teacher will provide the District 
with appropriate verification that the course has been taken and completed. 
Excluded from this article are degree earning and graduate credits which are covered elsewhere in the agreement. 
NAME: DATE: 
DESCRIPTION AND LICATION OF ACTIVITY:
 
Include title, instructor, duration, place, time, sponsor or any other pertinent information. Attach necessary information:
 
TEACHER SIGNATURE: 
SUPERINTENDENT SIGNATURE: 
Office use: 
Hours requested 
Hours requested to date 
Hours to be paid 
____ Hours Approved for Payment 
Copy To: 
Teacher 
District Office 
Original To: 
Business Office 
Superintendent Date 

APPENDIX V
 
IN-SERVICE REPORT FORM
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Poland Central Schoolln-senrice Report Form 
Name: 
Grade Levell Subject: 
Title of In-service ActivitylProgram: 
Name of Person presenting the ActivitylPrograrn: 
Date of In-service ActivitylProgram: 
Type of In-service Activity/Program: 
( speaker presenlation, workshop, conference, etc. ) 
Number of hours involved:
 
Positive Aspects of In-service Activity/Program: (Meaningful infonnation you obtained. )
 
Rate the presentation of the In-service ActivitylProgram: 
circle one	 1 2 3 4 5 
(Poor) (Excellent) 
Rate the usefulness of the content of the In-service ActivitylProgram to your needs. 
circle one I 2 3 4 5 
(Poor) (Excellent) 
Would you recommend this In-service ActivitylProgram for other members of Poland's staff? 
circle one Yes	 No 
I have attended the above In-service ActivitylProgram and have received pnor approval for payment by 
the Superintendent. 
I should receive payment of $ for this In-service ActivitylProgram according to 
hourly rate in Article XII (17). REMEMBER PRJOR APPROVAL OF CONFERENCE IS NECESSARY FOR PAYMENT 
Signed	 Date 

APPENDIXW
 
DISTANCE LEARNING AGREEMENT
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DISTANCE LEARNING AGREEMENT
 
It is agreed that the Association of Poland Teachers and the Poland Central School 
District may participate in a Distance Learning Program under the following conditions: 
A.	 The parties acknowledge and confirm that participation in the Distance Learning 
Program shall not be used by the District to argue that the Association may have 
waived any rights that may exist to the exclusivity of bargaining unit work. The 
parties agree that the Distance Learning Program, in whole or in part, involve 
bargaining unit work in the provision of education services to the children of the 
District. 
B.	 No current teacher in a tenure area shall be subject to a reduction in force, in 
whole or in part, as a result of the District sending/receiving courses in that tenure 
area through a Distance Learning Program. 
C.	 The parties agree that training for participants will be provided. The cost(s) of 
appropriate training shall be established and borne by the District. The District 
agrees to pay the country per diem rate for such training. 
D.	 The Association and the District agree to the formation of a Distance Learning 
Committee which will review and recommend host and receiving courses and will 
address problems with the program as they arise. The committee will be 
comprised of: the Superintendent of Schools, the APT President (acting as co­
chairs); a BOE designee; the Sf. High Principal; one active Distance Learning 
teacher; the guidance counselor; a parent, and a student appointed annually; as 
well as any district liaison(s) selected to the County's Coordinating Council. 
E.	 The parties recognize the uniqueness of the Distance Learning environment and 
agree to assign district personnel to the Distance Learning Program during each 
period of operation as needed to provide supervision to the student and to be 
available to operate cameras and/or other equipment. Therefore, any teacher or 
teacher assistant volunteering or assigned to the Distance Learning classroom will 
be adequately trained at district expense for this assignment. 
TRANSMITTING (From Host School) 
F.	 Any Program delivered from this school district, for the purpose of educating 
children, shall be taught by a bargaining unit or BOCES employee. Due to the 
interactive nature of the technology, the transmission must be live; subsequent use 
of taped recordings of live transmissions will be solely for the purposes of student 
review and/or makeup. 
G.	 The time of the transmission will be determined by the District, within the normal 
confines (starting and ending time) of the daily schedule of classes. 
H.	 The teacher shall not have responsibility to maintain or repair any equipment used 
in transmitting the lesson or any equipment used in responding to the inquiries of 
those receiving the broadcast. Operational responsibilities shall be minimal and 
appropriate training provided. 
1.	 The number of students in a class, including those at receiving sites, shall not 
exceed that which is traditional in the host district for teachers in the particular 
discipline being offered. 
J.	 All grading of school work and tests shall be done in the host school by the 
transmitting teacher who will cooperate with a designated person in the receiving 
school for these purposes. If the grades need to be translated into a different 
system to agree with the receiving school's system, that shall not be the 
responsibility of the host school's teacher. The transmitting teacher will send 
grades to the receiving school at the time, and in the manner, when he/she turns in 
grades in the host district. 
K.	 The teacher shall not be expected or required to attend any functions in the 
receiving school districts, but will be available to receiving students and their 
parents in the same manner that he/she is available to host school students and 
parents. (as an example, the out of district parents will be invited to Open House 
in the same manner as host school parents, and the host teachers will not be 
expected to, or required to, attend the receiving schools' Open House.) The 
teacher and the receiving district may make mutually acceptable arrangements 
including compensation, ifnecessary, for attendance at such functions beyond the 
limits as described above. 
L.	 Transmitting teachers will be encouraged to transmit from receiving schools when 
deemed appropriate. Scheduling such visits will be the responsibility of the 
teacher and the building administrators of the school involved. 
M.	 In the event of the transmitting teacher's absence, the host district shall be 
expected to provide a trained substitute when it elects to transmit. 
N.	 Evaluation of the host teacher will be done in accordance with the provisions of 
the collective bargaining agreement. Any complaint with respect to the host 
teacher's performance originating in a receiving district will be made known to 
the host teacher. No evaluation of the teacher will be made except in the normal 
manner in the classroom 
O.	 Any audio-visual tapes of the classes are the property of the host district and the 
district may make such tapes available for the teacher's personal, professional, 
non-commercial use. Safe and secure storage of tapes will be the responsibility of 
the District. Use of the tapes for purposes other than for students' instruction will 
be agreed upon by the teacher and the district. 
P.	 The calendar of the host district shall be used for each course being taught. 
Q.	 Textbooks for Distance Learning courses are detennined by the host district in 
confonnity with their normal practice. 
R.	 The parties recognize the preparational time commitment required for Distance 
Learning and agree that whenever possible any teacher who volunteers to teach a 
Distance Learning class will have planning/preparation time during a period 
contiguous to the Distance Learning period. 
RECEIVING 
s.	 As related to Distance Learning, in the receiving district, there shall be no 
subcontracting for any course currently being taught (or previously taught if there 
is a fonner employee on the recall list) without mutual consent of the parties. 
1.	 The receiving district shall not require its bargaining unit employees to be 
responsible for grading, extra help, or lesson planning of any received classes. 
u.	 A district employee may be assigned to the receiving class to provide assistance 
to the students and be available to operate cameras or other equipment and be 
available to liaison with the sending teacher. 
v.	 However, if the employee thus assigned is a bargaining unit member, 
maintenance of equipment shall not be his/her responsibility. If the unit member 
assigned is a teaching assistant and is required to attend meetings in the sending 
school, the district shall be responsible for mileage and meals when appropriate. 
If the person assigned is required to attend meetings outside of nonnal work time, 
the meetings must be at mutually agreeable times. The district shall compensate 
such employee. 
w.	 If the district assigned a teacher to a receiving class, such assignment shall count 
in the teacher's nonnalload in accordance with the provisions of the collective 
bargaining agreement. 
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TEACHER MENTOR PROGRAM
 
Poland Central School
 
Note from NYS Mentor Program Guidelines: These guidelines are offered in part as assistance to 
school districts and teachers in preparation for the requirement of completion of a mentored 
experience in partial fulfillment of requirements for the Professional teaching certificate (Parts 80­
3 and 100.2 of Commissioners Regulations). Part 80-3, the revised teacher certification 
requirements, will be effective February 2, 2004. These requirements stipulate that initial teaching 
certificate holders must complete three years of satisfactory teaching experience, with the first 
teaching year as a mentored experience, and a Master's degree in order to attain a Professional 
certificate. 
I) The Role of a Mentor-
A) A mentor-teacher is a professional educator selected by peers and an 
administrator who regularly demonstrates mastery in the teaching profession. 
B)	 A mentor guides the new teacher, including term substitute, in establishing 
sound teaching and classroom management skills that will contribute to a 
long and successful career in the teaching profession. 
II) Criteria For Mentor Selection 
A) Mentor Selection 
1) Mentors shall be selected by the mentor coordinator and the principal from 
a list of volunteers. 
2) Mentors shall be approved by the Board of Education. 
B)	 Mentor should possess and demonstrate the following:
 
1) Mastery of content/curriculum
 
2) At least 5 years teaching experience
 
3) Willingness to serve in a mentorship role
 
4) Completion of a mandatory mentor training program
 
5) An enthusiasm for teaching
 
6) Leadership ability
 
7) Flexibility in teaching approach and problem-solving
 
* Special consideration should be given any teacher possessing National 
Board Certification. 
III)	 Role of Principal 
A) Will assist in choosing mentors. 
B) Will secure professional development opportunities for both new teacher and 
mentor-teacher. 
C)	 Will meet with Mentor Coordinator informally on a regular basis to learn how 
new teachers are progressing and to identify or suggest areas where the 
mentors may be able to provide specific help. 
D)	 Will use the evaluative process to give constructive feedback through the 
Mentor Coordinator to the mentors for the purpose of improving the practices 
of new teachers. 
E)	 Will assist in program evaluation. 
· " 
IV)	 Role of Mentor Coordinator 
A) Will be selected by the APT and approved by the Superintendent and the 
Board of Education 
B) Work with principals to select the best mentor for each new teacher hired. 
C) Provide a confidential, non-threatening, non-evaluative forum in which 
mentors and new teachers may collaborate on an ongoing basis. 
D) Organize and oversee all mentor/new teacher training activities. 
E) Monitor mentor/new teacher relationships and recommend changes when 
necessary. 
F) Survey program participants on a regular basis to confirm progress of new 
teachers and to help mentors make adjustments when needed. 
G) Survey program participants on a regular basis to evaluate the program and 
make necessary changes 
V) Activities 
A) Mandatory 
1) Classroom observation by mentor - 2 per semester, of at least 40 minutes 
in length. 
2) Pre and Post-observation meetings 
3) Weekly meetings to review key upcoming events, procedures, lesson 
planning, or other items of concern.
 
4) New Teacher Orientation Day held at PCS
 
5) Mentor/teacher program will last for a period of 1 year
 
B)	 Recommended/Suggested 
1) That observations be made by participants of teachers in other disciplines 
2) That, if possible, common planning time be used for lesson-plan 
coordination and review by mentor. 
3) MTRC Beginning Teacher Program 
4) Curriculum development 
5) Team teaching 
6) Reflection activity 
7) Other: agreed to by the new teacher, mentor, mentor coordinator and 
principal 
8) In certain situations, the Superintendent and the mentor coordinator may 
mutually agree to allow a teacher to remain in the program 
VI) Expectations of District 
A) That release time be provided for each observation and post-observation 
meeting (2 per semester) 
B) That the District and the mentor coordinator will be responsible for all record 
keeping with regard to official mentor activities. 
C) Provide training for all Mentors 
VII) Evaluation 
Mentor Coordinator will survey mentors and new teacher within the first month of school 
and at least two more times during the school year to make sure that the pairings are 
appropriate and the Mentoring Program is proceeding appropriately and report finings to 
the Superintendent. Mentor Coordinator and the Superintendent will conduct a year 
end review of the Mentoring Program and agree on any changes to increase the 
effectiveness of the program. 
VII) Remuneration 
A) Mentors will receive a stipend of 3% of Step 1A
 
B) Mentor coordinator will receive a stipend of 2% of Step 1A
 
Statement of Confidentiality 
The district is prohibited from using information obtained by a mentor through his/her 
interaction with a new teacher for evaluation or discipline of that teacher unless 
withholding such information poses a danger to the life, health or safety of an individual, 
including students and staff, unless the information indicates that the new teacher has 
been convicted of a crime or has committed an act which falls into question the 
teacher's moral character or unless the district has entered into a collective bargaining 
agreement that provides that the information obtained by the mentor through interaction 
with the new teacher while engaged in mentoring activities of the program may be used 
for evaluating or disciplining the new teacher. 
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